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I. INTRODUCTION

The United States Congress opened the proverbial can of worms in 1996
when it amended the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and

Management Act (Magnuson Act) l with the Sustainable Fisheries Act (SFA), 2
adopting language that some predict will change fisheries management.
Through the SFA, and its "essential fish habitat" (EFH) provisions, Congress
sought to increase the attention fisheries managers and other federal coastal
zone users pay to habitat, a Since its adoption, EFH has elicited numerous
reactions including curiosity, satisfaction, elation, and fear. The variety of
reactions can leave one wondering whether the comments all refer to the
same legislation. What exactly do the EFH provisions of the SFA mean?

Ronald Baird, Director of the National Sea Grant College Program of
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) explains that

[the SFA] is the most significant piece of environmental legislation since the
Clean Water Act of 1972. The law now n_adates not only the management of
the harvest of commercial species, but the environment necessary for the
reproduction, feeding and growth of those species as well. The full
implications of essential fmh habitat are not widely appreciated by the public.
They will be shortly. 4

These unidentified "full implications" are alarming coastal development and
fishery representatives. One critic has noted that

even though there are no substantive conservation obligations imposed on
permitting agencies, the expansive nature of EFH designations, threat
identification and conservation recommendations [suggest] the very real
possibility of conflict between {the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)]
and Federal permitting agencies, with the concomitant risk of delay for many
new projects in the coastal and marine environment _

The perceptions of environmentalists represent a middle ground of
sorts, because they are pleased about the new emphasis on habitat
protection, but they are concerned with careful implementation and
meaningful protections. One environmental representative notes that

[i]t cannot be denied that habitat is essential to healthy fish populations ....
However, traditional management practices have neglected and continue to

1 16 U.S.C. §§. 1801-1883 (1994 & Supp. IV 1998).

2 Pub. L.No. 104-297,110StaL3559(1996)(amending 16U.S.C.§§1801-1883(1994)).
3 See 16 U.S.C. § 1801(a)(6) (1994& Supp. IV 1998) (declaring the Act's purposes and

policy); 5() C.F.R. § 600.10 (1999) (defining essential fish habitat); /d. §§ 600.805--690.930
(implementingEFHprovisions).

4 Ronald Baird, Comments to the AmericanFisheries Society Annual Meeting (Aug. 26,
1998);see a/so Proceedings of the American Fisheries Society Symposium 22, Sea Grant
Symposiumon Fish Habitat (Aug.26-27, 1998),in AMERICANFISHERIESSOCIETY,FISHHABITAT:
ESSENTIALFISH HABITATANDREHABILITATION(Lee R. Benaka ed., 1999); Major Two-Day Panel

to Look at Essential Fisheries Habitat Issue, U.S. Newswire, Aug. 25, 1998, available in 1998
WL 13604786.

5 Eldon V.C. Greenberg, "Essential Fish Habitat": Coastal Development and Habitat

Protection 13 (Mar. 25, 1999) (unpublished manuscript presented at the 1999 National Fishery
Law Symposium,on filewith authors).
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ignore threats to important fish habitat. The essential fish habitat CEFH)
provisions.., present an unprecedented opporttufity to develop habitat-based
management approaches to protect and restore important fish habitats in the
ocean and in vital estuarine areas. This is not to say the EFH provisions.., are
a panacea for habitat protection. For example, there is no enforceable
mechanism for preventing activities that destroy areas of EFH. Nonetheless [if
properly implemented| the EFtt Orovisions of the [SFA] can go far in achieving
the intended results .... [NMFS] and the regional fishery management councils
must be required to take full advantage of this unique opportunity, _

The EFH provisions require the regional fishery management councils
(the Councils or FMCs) and the Secretary of Commerce to identify essential
habitat, assess adverse impacts to it, and conuuunicate any concerns to
federal agencies planning activities that may affect the habitat. 7 The EFH
assessment and consultation provisions have been compared to those of the

Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA). s This comparison has resulted in
anxiety in both the development and fishing industries, because ESA
provisions have already adversely affected their methods and actions. 9

Although the EFH consultation process parallels that of ESA section 7, _° the
similarities end there. The EFH provisions impose no substantive obligations

on the action agency to avoid adverse effects--they only impose certain
procedural requirements. H For this reason, the EFH provisions more closely
mirror the report-driven statutes, such as the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 (NEPA) 12and the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (FWCA). 13
These comparisons, however, fail to adequately clarify the procedures and
requirements of EFH, leaving many fisheries managers wading through
muddy waters.

So, just what is EFH, and what does its presence mean for fisheries
management, coastal development, and the habitat itself?. Part II of this
Article addresses these questions by discussing the evolution of the 1976 and

1986 Magnuson Act habitat provisions and the effect that these measures
had on fisheries habitat. It then defines and describes EFH statutory and

regulatory provisions in light of the "interim final" regulations currently used

6 Cynthia M. _ou, An Environmentalist's Perspective on Essential Fish Habitat, in
AMERICANFISHERIESSOCIETY,supra note 4, at 11, IL For one NMFSrepresentative's response
to the concerns of both the environmentalcommunityand the fishingcommunity,see On the
Line with NMFSand EFII, Interview with Thomas E. Big:ford,19.2WATERLOG8 (1999).

7 See 50C.F.I_§600.805(1999)(describingthe purpose andscope of EFIt).
8 16U.S.C.§§1531-1544(1994).
9 See Jim Hiney,Home is WheretheEssential Habitat Is, TEXASSHORES,Winter1999,at 2;

Greenberg,supra note 5, at 2 (_Ifexperience is anyguide, it is almost sure that the inl_oduction
of this new and complex regulatory process will be marked by confusion, uncertainty and
ndssteps.., and [will]create significant new hurdles, at least in the short term, for coastal
development.").

10 16U.S.C.§ 1536(1994)(requiringfederal agencies to consult with NMFSor the Fish and
WildlifeService (FWS) concerning impacts of federal actions on endangered or threatened
wildlife).

11See 16U.S.C.§§1853,1855(1994&Supp. IV1998).
12 42U.S.C.§§4321--4370(d)(1994&S_pp.HI1997).
13 16U.S.C.§§661--668ee(1994&Supp. IV1998).
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by NMFS to implement EFH. Readers familiar with the ESA, NEPA, and the
FWCA will recognize some similarities between the EFH provisions and
those pillars of modem enviroiunentaI law. Part IT[ compares EFI-I
provisions with the ESA, and Part IV compares them with similar provisions
in NEPA and the FWCA. To the extent that implementation lessons have
been learned from these founding environmental statutes, this Article then
applies those lessons to the future implementation of EFH, in the hope that

successes can be repeated and failures avoided. Finally, Part V concludes by
offering words of comfort to those parties caught in the EFH vortex by

placing the EFtt uproar within the larger context of government regulatory
successes and failures.

11. HABITATJOINSTHEMAGNUSON ACT

Reactingto heavy fishingof foreignvesselsoffU.S.coasts,Congress

passedtheFisheryConservationand Management Act (Magnuson Act)14to
eliminateforeignfishingwithintwo hundred nauticalmiles of allU.S.

coasts.15The Act successfullyloweredthe foreignvesselharvestTM but did

littleto addresscontkuueddomesticoverfishing,which resultedfrom the

historical,yetincorrect,view thatmarinefisheryresourcesareso vastthat
fishing could not have a major effect. 1_

The Magmlson Act established eight regional fishery management

councils that were given the authority to manage fisheries through the
creation of fisheries management plans (FMPs). _s The Councils are
responsible for meeting the larger goal of preventing overfishing while still
achieving optimum yields from each fishery, la This is done through various
techniques, including seasonal closures, quota limitations, gear restrictions,

14Pub. L. No. 94-265,90 Star 331 (1976)(codified as amended at 16 U.S.C.§§1801-1883
(1994 & Supp. IV 1998). The Fishery Conservationand Management Act later became the
MagnusonFisheryConservationand ManagementAct (Pub. L No. 96_561,94 Star 3299(1980))
and then was renamed the Magnuson-SteveosFisheryConservationand ManagementAct (Pub.
L No. 104-208,110 Star 3009-41 (1996)).For purposes of this Article, we will refer to this
statuteastheMagnusonAct.

i_Thisresourcezonelaterbecameknownastheexclusiveeconomiczone(EEZ).TheEEZ
is a 200-nautical-mile-widemarginalzonewithinwhich an adjacentcountry has the exclusive
l_rivilegeof exl)loitatlon of marine resources. JoI_ lL CLARK,COASTALZONEMAN^6EME_
HANDBOOI(307(1995).

lS "Foreign catches in the U.S.Exclusive Economic Zone in 1989were on the order of one
percentof what they hadbeen in 1976,"whilecommercialdomestic landings had doubled.Jom_
P, WISE_FEDERAL CONSERVATION"& MANAGEMENT OF MARINE FISHERIESINTHE UNITED STATES at

vii (1991).
17GaryC. Matlock,Management History, Management Future, in SUSTAINABLEFIs_mmEs

FORT}_21STCENTURY?.9, 9 (t998).
18 16U.S.C.§ 1852(a)(1994&Supp. IV1998).
m See id. § 1851(a)(1).Optimumyieldis that which provides the _greatestoverallbenefit to

the Nation,particularly with respect to food production and recreational opporttmities,_ and is
based on the maximum sustainable yield (MSY)of a fishery, ld. § 1802(21)(a)(Supp. IV 1998).
"MSY is the largest average catch that can be captured from a stock under existing
envtronmenta/conditions."NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL,LMI_ROVINGFISHSTOCK ASSESSMENTS 9

(1998).
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and other limited entry techniques. 2° The regulations and the science they
were based on were--and still are----often criticized. Andrew Sansom, the
Executive Director of the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, recently

explained, "We've got a problem with relying on statistical uncertainties that
will damage an industry that contributes several hundred million dollars to
the Texas economy. We're supposed to be running these fisheries like a

business and you don't run a business by going out of business. "21 This
perspective is not new. One critic notes that although "It]he Magnuson Act,
as envisioned by its sponsors, was primarily a conservation-oriented statute,

focused upon the biological aspects of managing fish stocks,.., the focus of
managers has been on the social and economic interests of the users. "22

The business of managing fisheries did not include significant habitat
considerations under the 1976 Magnuson Act. _ Originally, the Magnuson Act
called for the National Marine Fisheries Service, the federal agency
responsible for assisting the Councils in fishery management, to "'initiate
and maintain' a comprehensive fisheries research program, including
research on the effects of habitat degradation and improvements on fish
populations. "u Yet, Congress stopped short of requiring the incorporation of
such research into FMPs, treating habitat as a research issue, not a

management issue. Furthermore, the Councils were never granted the
authority to halt development actions that might adversely impact a fishery.

This separation of harvest and habitat took its toll. By the late 1980s a

large portion of traditional and highly prized species were overftshed, or at
least fully harvested, and signs that harvests had exceeded capacity were
common. 2s On a national and international level, parties began demanding.
that habitat degradation, especialiy of the coastal environment, become a

higher priority issue. _

A. The 1986 Predecessor to EFH

Congress took note of the declining habitat conditions. In deliberation
before the vote on the 1986 Magnuson Act reauthorization bill,
Congressperson Henry Douglas Bosco (D-Cal.) explained the original hope
for the Magnuson Act and the resulting failure:

20 For a review of these techniques Red how they fit into fisheries ntanagement, see Sift-Ling
Hsu & James E. W'flen, Ecosystem Management and the 1996 Susta_mbl_ Fisheries Act, 24
ECOLOGY LQ. 799, 807--08 (1997).

21 Texas Parks and W'fldlife l)el)ar_nent, Tax(Ta _o Reopen Red Snapper Fishing in State

Wa_,_rs, TEXASSHORES, Winter 1999, at 24, 24.

22 FAdon V. C. Greenberg, The Magnuson Act After Fifteen Years: Is it Working?. 69 (Oct 15,

1992) (unpublished manuscript, presented at the 1992 National Fishery Law Symposium, on file

withauthors),
23 Helen IV[.Kennedy, The 1986 Habita_ Amendments to the Magnusvn Ac_:A New

ProceduralRegimefor Activi_ies Affecting Fisheries Habitat, 18ENVTLL.339, 342(1988).
u Id, (citing16U.S.C,§ 1854@)(1982)).

See generally WlSI_,supra note 16, at 1-11 (describing the implementation of the
MagnusoaACtand its effectson harvestingand overftshing),

26 IdA see also bI&T_ONALFiSHANDWILDLIFEFOUNDATION, NF__DSASSESSMENTOF a'HE
NATIONALMARINEFIS_ SERVICE271 (1990),
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With its passage in 1976, many felt the [Magrmson Act] would provide an
effective and responsive regulatory mechanism for managing the fishery
resourcesof the United States within our 200-mile _one. Unfortlmately, almost
10years later, it has proven itseff neither effective in protecting the resource
nor responsive in addressing the concerns of affected fishermen and coastal
Brea_.27

Congressperson Bosco recognized the %_rt-ual silence in addressing fishery
habitat needs.., despite the fact. that habitat protection and enhancement

are vital to maintaining adequate fishery production" and criticized federal
agencies for ignoring comments from NMFS on potentially habitat-damaging
activities. _ Bosco put great hope in the 1986 reautholi.zation of the
Magnuson Act to correct these problems by authorizing the Councils to
comment on activities that may affect fishery resources, and by allowing
"both fishery managers and the general public an opportunity to more
clearly evaluate the relationship between agency activities, habitat
conditions, and allocation decisions. "_

in fact, the 1986 amendments added two habitat provisions to the Act
that required NEPA-like review, s° First, they required habitat assessments to
be included in fishery management plans. Specifically, FMPs were required
to include _readily available information regarding the significance of habitat
to the fishery and assessment as to the effects which changes to that habitat
may have upon the fishery. "a_Fishery management councils were to use this
information to comment on proposed federal activities that may impact the
habitat, a2The House Report explains the significance of the added section:

Many fisheries managed under FMPs, such as shrimp and salmon, are
dependent upon fishery habitat such as coastal wetlands, estuaries, and inland
rivers. To appreciate this fact one has only to consider the fact that over 90
per_nt of all the fish landed in the southeast region of the United S_ates are
dependent upon coastal wetlands altd estuaries during some point in their life
history. If the Councils are to adequately manage and conserve the fisheries
under FMPs, an awareness of both the quantity and quality of fishery habitat
mustbe maintained.33

Second, the amendments mandated a new federal responsiveness to
fishery management council recommendations. _ The amendments gave the

27 132 CoN_. R_c. 21,05I (Aug. 12, 1986) (statements of Rep. Bosco).

2S td. ar21,052.
29 ld. Bosco also stated, "The reauthorization process this year offers us an important

opporoanity to address these problems7 fd. at 21,051.
30 See Pub. L No. 99-659, §§ 104, 105, 100 Stau 3700, 3709-12 (1986).

_i ld. _ 105(a)(7), ]OD Star. at 3711 (codi_ed as amended at 16 U.S.C. § i853(a)(7) (1994 &

Supp. IV 1998)).

32 lg. § 104, 100 Star. at 3709-11 (amending 16 U.S.C. § 1853 (1982)).

I{.R. P_P, No. 99-165, at I3 (1985), _,_q'tnted in 1986 U.S.C.C.A.N. 6240, 6253.

M Pub. k No. 99-659, § 104(b)(2)(i), 100 Star. at 3706 (amending 16 U.S.C. § 185,?,(i) (1982)).
The new section specified that

le)aeh C_uncil may comment on, or make recommendations concerning, any activity

undertaken, or proposed to be undertaken, by any State or Federal agency r_hat, in the
view of the Council, may affect habitat of a fishery resource under its jtirisdictipn. Within

45 days after receiving such a comment or recommendation from a Council, a Federal
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Councils the right to comment when they believed an activity, or proposed

activity, might affect the habitat of a fishery within their jurisdictions. The
federal action agency was required to respond to these comments or
recommendations in writing within forty-five days, explaining whether it

agreed or disagreed as to the habitat effects, its intent to conform the
activity to the recommendations, and ff not, why not. _

In 1988 Helen Kennedy published an analysis of these often-overlooked
1986 amendments that, in her opinion, had the potential to "foster more

sensitive decisions in planning activities that affect fisheries habitat. "_
Kennedy properly recognized the amendments as unique, explaining that
they created a new regime for assessing habitat impacts in our modern
fisheries management arrangement, By adding habitat concerns, the
amendments brought U.S. fisheries management into the modem
environmental era, but still failed to reach the same level of protection and
consideration for habitat that other envirolmmntal statutes like the ESA and
NEPA had.

Habitat concerns also arose in the 1990 Magnuson Amendments, _ The
1990 amendments provided that a Counci_ "shall comment on and make
reconunendations concermng" any state or federal action that "is likely to
substantiaIIy affect the habitat of an anadromous fishery resource under its
jurisdiction. "as The 1990 amendments responded to concerns of California
salmon fishers and was "intended to increase the Council's paxticipation and

influence in decisions affecting habitat critical to the survival of aaadromous
species. "_

In 1996 Congress made another attempt to address fish habitat, this
time through the SFA, 4° which mandated increased attention to fisheries
habitat under a new name: essenUal fish habitat. EFH quickly became a top
priority for the Councils, which were given the tasks of identifyiag the
habitat that is "essential" for managed fish stocks and encouraging the
conservation and enhancement of the habitat, a* Once EFH is identified, the

agency must provide a detailed response, in writing, to the Council regarding the matter.

Id. (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C. § 1852(h) (1994 & Supp. IV 1998)).
_5[d.

_a Kennedy, supra note 23, at 363.
37 Pub. I., No. 101-627, 104 Star. 4436.

38 Id. § 108(h)(i)(B), 104 Star- at 4446 (amending 16 U.S.C. § 1852(i) (1988)). This provision

has since been amended by Pub. L No. 104-297, § 305Co)(3)(B), 110 Star. 3559, 3589 (codified at

16U.s.c. § i855fo)(3)(B)(t994 &Supp. Iv 1998)).
aa H.R. REP. NO. 101-393, at 26 (1989).

4o Pub. L. No. 104-297, 110 Star. 3559.

41 3ee id. §§ 108, 305(h), 1I0 Star. at 3574, 3588 (codified at 16 U.S.C. §§ 1853,18550)) (Supp.

IV 1998)). In response to the Advanced NoUce of Proposed Rulematdng by the National Marine
Fisheries Service, 61 Fed. Reg. 57,843, 57,843 (Nov. 8, 1996), several Councils included EFH in

p_zblic meeting agendas sho_ty thereafter. See Mid-AUantic Fishery Mmmgement Council,

Notice of Public Meeting, 61 Fed. Peg, 63,830, ¢03,830 (Dec. 2, 1996); Gulf of Mexico Fishery

Mmmgemertt Council, Notice of Public Meeting, 61 Fed. Reg. 66,018, 66,018 (Dec. 16, 1996);

No_h Pacific Fishery Management Council, Notice of Public Meeting, 62 Fed. Reg. 3010, 3010

(Jan. 21, 3.997)i New Et_gland Pislxery _artageme[tt C(_tmct[_ Notice of Public Meeting, 62 Fed.

Reg. 3495, 3495 (Jan. 23, 1997).
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Councils must then comment on federal activities that may adversely affect
this habitat, and federal agencies must respond.

The )996 amendments creating EFH built upon and strengthened the

existing 1986 requirements. Yet, Congress ultimately failed to move beyond
rhetoric to give the provisions _teeth." The EFH provisions are essentially
replications of the 1986 habitat amendments. Both the 1986 and 1996
provisions lay out a broad policy mandate: increase attention to and
consider effects on fish habitat. 42Neither contain any legal consequences for
ignoring this mandate. The EFH provisions provide a more specific plan to
implement this policy, but fail to take the additional step to require habitat
preservation, conservation, or even mitigation. The provisions also stop
short of giving citizens the right to challenge federal agency decisions to
move ahead with a project even though it destroys EFH.

B. Introduction to Essential Fish Habitat

In amending the Magnuson Act, Congress stated that

[o]ne of the greatest long-term threats to the viability of commercial and
recreational fisheries is the continuing loss of marine, estuarine, and other
aquatic habitats. Habitat considerations should receive increased attention for
the conservation and management of fishery resources of the United States. _a

Unlike its 1986 predecessor, the SFA mandated this "increased

attention" by requiring the Councils to amend existing fishery management
plans. These public documents 1) describe and identify essential fish habitat;
2) minimize, where practicable, adverse effects on essential fish habitat
caused by fishing; and 3) identify other actions that should be considered to
encourage the conservation and enhancement of essential fish habitat.44 In
addition, Congress intended to "promote the protection of essential fish
habitat in the review of projects conducted under Federal permits, licenses,
or other authorities that affect or have the potential to affect such habitat. "45

To carry out this policy, Congress directed the Secretary of Commerce (the
Secretary), through NMFS, to assist in the identification, conservation, and
enhancement of essential fish habitat through consultation with Councils
and federal agencies. 4_Congress called for compliance within two years of
the enactment of the SFA_47

4z See Pub. L. No. 99-659,§ 104(b)(i), 100 Star 3706, 9710;Pub. L No. i04-29"¢',§§ 108,
305(b),110Star. 3574,_ (codified as amended at 16U.S.C.§§1853,i855(b) (1994&Supp.IV
logs)).

43Pub. L No. 104-297,§ l(}l(a)(9), 110 StaL at 3560 (amending 15 U.S.C. § 1801(a)(9)
(1994)).

44 16U.S.C.§ 18550))(1)-(4)(Supp. IV1998).
4a ld. § 1801(b)(7).
4_ ld. § 1801(b).
47See id_§ 1855.This two-yeardeadline expired onOctober II, 1998.
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1. Identification vf EFH

After the SFA was passed, identification of EFH was the f_st hurdle for

NMFS and the Councils. 4s The Councils took on the challenge of reviewing

scientific information and data and establishing just which habitat in each

regioa is "essential" to managed fish stocks. To help in this process, the
Secretary was to assist the Councils in the "description and identification of

essential fish habitat in fishery management plans (including adverse

impacts on such habitat) and in the consideration of actions to ensure the
conservation and enhancement of such habitat. "49 In addition, "EFH that is

judged to be particularly important to the long-term productivity of

populatioas of o_e or more managed species, or to be particularly

vulnerable to degradation, should be identified as 'habitat areas of particular

concern' (HAPC) to help provide additional focus for conservation efforts. "5°

NMFS's responsibilities included providing recommendations and

information regarding each fishery to the Councils through scientific studies
and consultation with fmheries participants. 51 NMFS has composed a

guidance document to synthesize information and answer frequently asked

questions. _2
EFH is defined as those "waters and substrate necessary to fish for

spawning, breeding, feeding, or growth to maturity. "_ The NMFS guidance
document notes that

[riot the purpose of interpreting the definition of [EFH,] "waters" includes
aquatic areas and their associated physical, chemical, and biological properties
that are used by fish, and may include areas historically used by fmh where
appropriate; "substrz_" includes sediment, hard bottom, s_act_res underlying
the waters, and associated biological communities; "necessary" means the

48 Tke Co_¢ils were required to submit FMP amendments to the Secretary to implement
the EFH requirements by October tl, 1998, then face NMFS review and approval. See supra
note 47 and accompa_wir_ text As of July 1999, the following amendments had been submitted
for NMFS review:. 1) the New England FMG Omnibus Amendment, 63 Fed. Reg. 66)110 (Dec. 1,
1998) (submitted for review); 64 Fed. Reg. 19,503 (Apr. 2:_, 1999) (approved); 2) the G_df of
Mexico FMC Generic Amendment, 63 Fed_ Reg. 60,287 (Nov. 9, 1998) (submitted for review); 64
Fed. Reg. 13,363 (Mar. 18, 1999) (par_dly approved); 3) the North Pacific FMC Indlvidua_
Amendments, 63 Fed. Reg. 56,601 (Oct. 22, 1998) (submitted for review); 64 Fed_ Reg. 20,216
(Apr. 26, 1999) (approved); 4) the Caribbean FMC Generic Amendment, 63 Fed. Reg. 64,463
(Nov. 20, 1998) (submitted for review); 64 Fed. Reg. 14,884 (Mar, 29, 1999) (partially approved);
5) the Mid-Atiantic FMC Individual Amendments, 64 Fed. Reg. 4065 (Jaa. 27, 1999) (submitted
for review); 64 Fed. Reg. 16,891 (Apr. 7, 1999) (proposed for implementation); 6) the Pacific
FMC Amendment 8, 64 Fed. Reg. 12,279 (Mar. 12, 1999) (submitted for review); 64 Fed. Reg.
20,216 (Apr. 26, 1999) (approved); and 7) the Western Pacific FMC Indi_dual Amendments, 63
Fed. Reg. 59,758 (Nov. 5, 1998) (submitted for review); 64 Fed. Reg. 19,067 (Apr. 19, 1999)
(approved).

49 16U.S.C. § 1855Co)(1)(A) (Supp. lv 1998).
60 Magmt_on-Steverm Act Provisions; Essential Fish Habitat (EI_, 62 Fed. Reg. 66_63t,

66,631 (Dec. 19, 1997) (codified at 50 C.F.R. § 600.815(a)(9)(1999)).
51 16 U.S,C. § 1855(b)(1)(A), (]3) (Supp. IV 1998).
52NATIONALMARINEFISHERIESSKRV.)TECI-INICALGUIDANCETO IMPLEMENTTHE ESSENTIAL

_h_llI-_AT RE{__ FORTHE_dzAONI)SON_S ACT (1_).
16U.S.C. § 1802(10) (Supp. IV 1998).
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habitat required to support a sustainable fishery and a healthy ecosystem; and
"spawning, breeding, feeding, or growth to maturity" covers a species' full life
cycle._

These waters include both federal and state waters, a5 The identification of

EFH in state waters, which are generally those three miles from the
coastline, presents an interesting limitation, because the Councils and NMFS
have limited jurisdiction to manage fisheries in state waters. _

The vast charge to identify EFH has proven to be difficult, as evidenced
by the broad definition for EFH created by Congress and the NMFS guidance
standards. Recognizing that, from the broadest perspective, fish habitat is
the geographic area where the species exists at any time during its life, tam
guidance document identified the "basic" information needed for

identification of EFH. The Councils were responsible for ascertaining
information, within all habitats occupied by the managed species, on current
and historic stock size, geographic range, temporal and spatial distribution,
and major life history stages, s7 As a result, EFH is a multi-dimensional
concept. Habitat can be identified for a specific species in a certain

geographic area, in a particular level of the water column, and during a
certain time of year.

NM£'S instructed the Councils to use the best available information,
including testimony of fishers with local or traditional knowledge of the
status and trends in particular fisheries, and nontraditional data collection
such as workshops with fishers, ss Some Councils were able to take
advantage of numerous long-standing studies, while others relied on
anecdotal evidence at best. For instance, the New England Fishery

54 NATIONALMARINE FISHERIES SERV., Supra note 52, at 1. Under "Additional Information,"
the guidance document also states that

[e]xamples of "waters" that may be considered EFH include open waters and wetlands,

estuarine and riverine habitat.s, {a_d| wetlands hydrologically connected to productive
water bodies. Water quality is interpreted to be a component of this definition. EFH

should consider water to provide the appropriate parameters of quality such as physical,
chemical, and biological proper_es. This may address nutrient levels, oxygen

concentrations, [and] turbidity levels, among others. The interpretation of "substrate"

includes artificial reefs and shipwrecks ff those areas provide EFH. Substrate n'my also

include entirely or partially submerged structures, such as jetties. "Biological

Communlcies" could include mmagroves, tidal marshes, mussel beds, cobble with

attached fauna, mud and clay burrows, coral reefs, and submerged aquatic vegetation_

Migratory routes such as rivers and passes serch-_ as passageways to and from

anadromous fish spawning grounds should be considered EFH. The definition of EFTI

may include habitat for an individual species or an assemblage of species, whichever is
appropriate within each FMP.

ld.
5_Id.

5_ See 50 C.F.R. § 600.925 (1999) (allowing the Councils to provide conservation

reconuuendadons to state agencies).

57 Id. § 500.815(a)(2)(B). This proved especially challenging for the Gulf of Mexico Fishery

Management Council because it manages over 450 species offish. See GULF OF MEYJCOFtSHF_,RY
MANAGEMEN_f COLfNCIL_ GENERIC AMENDMENT FOR ADD_G ESSEN'I'L4_ FL_H HABITAT

REQUIRF__dEN_S24 (1998).
58 NAtiONAL MARINE FISHERIESSERV., supra note 52, at 5.
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Management Council used several sources of data from both the state and
federal levels, including studies spanning four decades. _ On the other hand,
the Caribbean Fishery Management Council recognized "the large gaps in
the data to fulfill the detailed requirements," but noted that "the Council has
also taken action throughout its history to protect habitats even in the
absence of complete data sets or information. "s° NMFS acknowledged the
potential lack of information early in the EFH process. It directed the
Councils to "e_ on the side of inclusiveness" in cases where httle
information is a_ailable, m

The Councils may include more information in their EFH amendments

than required by regula$ious. An FMP may include a description and
identification of, and contain management measures to protect, the habitat
of species under the authori W of the regional council but not specifically
managed under the FMP. _ For example, the habitat of an unmanaged prey
species might be described and identified in the FMP, although not a part of
EFH. sa

The Councils have approached this directive in three ways. Some
Councils have drafted individual EFH amendments for the FMPs for specific
fisheries, such as the North Pacific Fishery Management Council
Document, _ while others drafted generic EFH amendments for all managed
fisheries in a particular region. For example, the Gulf of Mexico Council
decided that "a single, generic amendment was the only practical means of
meeting the requirement to amend all seven FMPs by the October 1998
deadline. "_ Finally, because some species occur in two or more regional
areas, some amendments must be jointly prepared to address these

59 The sources of distribution and abundance data included a NMFS bottom trawl survey

covering 1963-1997; a NMFS marine resources monitoring, assessment, and predJctio_

ichthyoplankton survey covering 1977-1987; a Massachusetts inshore trawl survey covering
1978-1997; a Long Island Sound survey covering 1990-1995; and NOAA's tSstthRfme Li-dng
Marine Resources Program. NEW ENGLAND FISHERYMANAGEMENT COUNCIL,FINALAMENDMENT

#11 TO THE NOm"gFAST MULTISPECIES FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN, AMENDMENT #9 TO THE

ATLANTIC SEA SCALLOP FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN,AMENDMENT #I TO THE MONKnSH FISHERY

_.h_hG_ PL/_, A.M:ENDMEbrr #1 TO THE ATLANTIC SALMON FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN,

COMPONENTS OF THE PROPOSED ATLANTIC HERRING FIb_rlERY MANAGEMF_J_ PLAN FOR ESSENTIAL

D_s_HA_rrATat xl (1998).
60 CARLBBEAN FISHERY MANAGEMENT CoUNCIL_ ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT GENERIC AMENDMENT

TO THEI_Sm_RYMANAGEMENTPLANSOF T_ U.S. CARmSF_N 4 (1998).
6t NATIONALMARINE FISHERIES SERV., supra note 52, at 3. The guidance document also

recommends that the "guidelines be sufficiently broad for many different species in many
different areas." ld.

62 50 C.F.R. § 600.8150a) (1999).

6_ NATIONAL M)5{iNEFI_ SERV.,_prctnote52,at[_-20.

64 See NORTH PACIFIC FISHERY MANAGI_MENT COUNCU_ DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL ASSDSSMENT

FOR AMF_2_MENT55 TO THEFMP FORTHEGROUNDFISHFISHERYOF THE BERING SEA ANDALEUTIAN

ISLANDSARF2,,A_r,_VmNT55TOTm_FMPFORGROUNDES_OPvm_GtLFOFALASg),,A_Nma_rCr
8 TO THE FMP FOR THE KING AND TANNER CRAB FISHERIF__ZINTHE BERING SEA/ALEUTIANISLANDS,

AMEND_ 5 TO THEFMP FOR SCALLOP FISHERIESOFF ALASKA, AND AMENDMENT5 TO THE lq'M:P

FORTHE SALMONFIS}mRmS INTHE EEZ OFFTHE COASTOF ALASKA(1998).

65 GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL, Su/_'a note 57, at 24.
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comanaged species. For instance, the New England and Mid-Atlantic
Councils jointly prepared an amendment to the Monkfish FMP. _

2. Identification of Adverse Effects

In addition to designating EFH, an FMP must include potential adverse
effects to EFH, from both fishing and nonfmhing related activities. These

activities are mapped in order to establish a visual depiction of potentially
cumulative effects. The regulations broadly identify nonflshing related
activities to include dredging, fill, excavation, mining, impoundment,
discharge, runoff, the introduction of exotic species, and the conversion of
aquatic habitat that may eliminate, diminish, or disrupt the functions of
EFHY In addition, the Councils should indicate the EFH most likely to be
affected by these activities and explain the expected deleterious effects. _s
Finally, the FMPs "should provide a scientific basis for concluding that the
potential or known adverse effects are a result of the identified activities. "_9

The guidance document indicates thatthe range of potential adverse effects
includes carcinogenic effects, bioaccumulation of toxic materials, clogged
gills, reduced visibility, or reduced cover from predators, z°

Scientists are not only scrambling for information about habitat and

species' use but also about potential and rectm_g adverse impacts to
habitat. The lack of data on adverse impacts may render preventative
measures inadequate. For example, information about the impacts of
bottom-trawling gear is scarce for some types of habitat, including soft
bottom habitat, n In describing the fishing-related impacts, the Caribbean
EFH Amendment explains that

[a]t this time, there is no evidence that the effects caused by fishing under
these FMPs are adversely affecting the EFH to the extent that detrimental
effects can be identified on the habitat or the fisheries... [given] the lack of

e_FisheriesoftheNortheasternUnitedStates;NortheastMonkfishFishery;Amendment1
to the MonkfishFisheryManagementPlan (FIVIP)to DesignateF_.ssentialFish Habitat (EFH)for
Monkfish, 64 Fed. Reg, 32,825 (June 18, 1999) (to be codified at 50 C.F.I_ pt. 648). This
particularamendmentispartofan omnibusamendment forF,FH whichalsoincludes

Amendment 11to the Northeast MultispeciesFMP,Amendment 9 to the Atlanllc Sea Scallop
FMP,and Amendment1 to the AtlanticSalmonFMP.For approvalof the MonkfishAmendment,
see/d. For approval of the remaining amendments, see Fisheries of the Northeastern United
States; Northeast MultispeciesFishery,Atlantic Sea ScallopFishery; FisheryManagementPlan
(FMP)Amendments to Designate Essential Fish Habitat (EFI-I),Atlantic Salmon Overfishing
Definition,and AquacultureFramework Specification Process, 64 Fed. Reg. I9,503 (Apr. 21,
1999)(to be codified at 50C.F.R.pt. 648).

s7 50C.F.R.§ 600.815(a)(5)(1999).
681d,
69 NATIONALMARINEFISHERIES SERV., $7_pr_ note 52, at I I.
7OId. at12.

71See TrawlNets Blamed for Fishow DexAine,SEATII,EPOST-I.NTEILIOENCER,Dec. 17,1998,
at B4.The impactsof trawlinghavecaptured the attentionof severalenvironmentalgroups that
liken the impacts to that of clearcuYdng,but on a larger, global scale, ld. Traw_ng is also a
primarytopic in the first EFH lawsuit.See i_fra note 109.
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information regarding the location, distribution, and extent of these
habitats .... Addilional study will be recommended .... _

The Northeast BFH Amendment concedes that "[t]here is very little

information on impacts to habitat associated with several gear types used in

the New England region" and that the cumulative effects of gear types is
unknown. 7a Similarly, the Gulf of Mexico FMC gives a cursory overview of

potential adverse impacts, dedicating three of the seven pages that discuss
fishing-related impacts to a review of the economic importance of the
fisheries in the Gulf of Mexico. u In contrast, the Gulf of Mexico FMC takes

thirty-seven pages to discuss nonfishing activities. _s This is perhaps
surprising, because the Councils have jurisdiction only over fisheries and not
other activities.

Once threats are identified, the Councils must recommend actions

required to counter these threats, as well as actions to conserve, restore, and
enhance EFI-IJ 6 Actions may consist of measures that minimize adverse
effects from fishing activities, such as fishing gear restrictions, time and area
closures, and harvest limits, rr Loss of prey species is an adverse effect;
therefore, EFI-I designation requires identification of major prey species in
the FMPs, description of the location of prey species' bxtbitat, and
examination of the threats to that habitat from both fishing and nordishing

activities, rs Finally, the Councils must identify vulnerable EFH considering
the habitat's sensitivity to human-induced environmental degradation,

susceptibility to development and induced stress, and rarity.79

3. Conservation_ Enhancement, and Review

The Councils must also take a proactive role in pinpointing
conservation and enhancement measures for EFH as well as avoidance and

minimization of adverse impacts. The NMFS guidance document clearly
indicates a preference for enhancement, then restoration, and fmaUy,
creation of new habitat, s° Toward this end, FMPs must include options to
minimize adverse effects, m These options may include recommendations for

72 CARIBBF_,ANFISHERYMANAGEMENTCOUNCI_ SU_ 12Ota co0,at 99,

73 NEw ENGLANDFISHERYMANAGEMENTCOUNCIL,bRtpra ilote 5_], at xii.

74 GotFOFMF__COFIsHEr_MaN^Gm_FJcrCOUNCIL,supra note 57, at 119-22.
_ ld. at 123--60.
7650C.F.R.§ 600.815(a)(7)(1999).
77 Id. § 6(D.815(a)(4)(i)-(iii).Councils may also use research closure areas and other

measures to evaluate the impact of any fishing activity that physically alters EFI-[ Id.
§600.815(a)(3)(ii).

7816U.S.C.§ 1853(1994&Supp. IV1998).Thehabitat of the prey species is not includedas
EFHfor managed species but should be identified to help in determining if there are ac_vities
that would adversely affect the habitat of the prey madconsequently, their availabilityas a food
source for the managed species. NATIONAL _m FISHERIES SEI:W., supra note 52,at 19.

79 /50C.F.R.§ 600.815(a)(9)(1999).
80 NATIONAL MARII_ FISHERIESSKRV.,supra note52,at I0.

81 16U.S.C.§ 1853(a)(7)(Supp.IV 1998).
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"environmentally sound engineering and management practices, "s2
restoration of riparian and shallow coastal areas, habitat restoration in
upland areas, water quality efforts, watershed analysis and subsequent
watershed planning, and habitat creation. _ NMFS and the Councils must

periodically review these initial determinations in order to prepare an FMP
amendment in the event that new information becomes available.

Moreover, NMFS must assist the Councils in obtaining from other
federal and state agencies pertinent habitat information, including 1) current
and probable future habitat conditions; 2) life history requirements of the

species under management; and 3) recommended measures to conserve,
restore, or enhance habitat essential to fishery production. _ Once the EFH
and adverse effects are identified, the Councils must map the distribution
and geographic limits of the EFH for each life history stage. _

4. Consultation and Recommendations

Congress assigned certain consultation and recommendation duties to

the Secretary, the Councils, and federal agencies. The Secretary must
provide information to the Councils to determine the actions necessary to
ensure conservation and enhancement of EFI-I_ and must "coordinate with
and provide information to other Federal agencies to further the

conservation and enhancement of essential fish habitat. "m Congress also
directed the Councils and federal agencies to consult with the Secretary,
sometimes as a mandatory requirement and other times as a discretionary
optioIL A Council "may comment on and make recommendations to the

Secretary and any Federal or State agency concerning [an activity that it
deems] may affect the habitat.., of a fishery resource under its anthority. "as

However, the Councils sha//make recommendations if an activity is _likely
to substantially affect the habitat, including essential fish habitat, of an
anadromous fishery resource under its authority."s9

Congress required federal agencies to consult with the Secretary
regarding federal actions that may adversely affect EFI-I.m Upon receiving

82 50 C.F.R. § 6430.815(a)(7)(ii)(1999). The FMPs nmy go so far as to list specific
mechanisms, such as seasonal resWietions, dredging methods, and disposal options. Id.
§ 600.815(a)(4)(ii).

83 let. § 600.815(a)(7)(iii)(A)-(D). The regulation explains that _[u]nder appropriate
conditions, habitatcreation.., may be considered as a means of replacing lostor degraded
EFI-I.However,habitat creation at the expense of other naturally functioning systems must be
justified .... "td. § 600.815(a)(7)(iii)(D).

_4See/d. § 600.815(a)(2)(i)(information requirements);/d. § 600.815(a)(10)(research and
informa_on needs);/d. §600.815(d)(relationship to other fisherymanagementauthorities).

85 Iet.§ 600.815(a)(2)(ii).Ultimately, the "data should be incorporated into a geographic
informationsystent" ld.

s_16U.S.C.{}I855(b)(1)(B)(Supp.IV199S).
sT1et.§ lS55(b)(1)(D).
ss let. § lS55(b)(3)(h) (empbas_ added).
89 Id. § 18550)(3)(B) (emphasisadded).
90 let. § 1855(b)(2).The actions triggering this requirement are "any action[s] authorized,
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information regarding an action that would adversely affect EFH, the
Secretary must then recommend agency measures to conserve the habitat. 91
Within thirty days, the federal agency must respond to the Secretary and the

appropriate Council(s) with a description of measures that will be taken to
avoid, mitigate, or offset the impact of the activity on the habitat22 When a
federal agency response is inconsistent with the recommendations of the
Secretary, the agency must explain its reasons for not following the
recommendations23 Finally, the Secretary is responsible for review of

programs administered by the Department of Commerce to ensure that any
relevant programs further the conservation and enhancement of EFH. _

The consultation process for state agency activities poses some
potential problems. While the Magnuson Act calls for the Councils to consult
and comment on state activities that may adversely impact EFI-I, it does not

• require state agencies to afford the Councils or NMFS notice of such
activities. _5 Interestingly, under the statute, the Councils have a mandatory
duty to comment on state activities that are likely to substantially affect the
habitat, including EFH, of an anadromous fishery resource under its
authority. 9° But without a notice requirement for state agencies, regional
councils must either rely upon state agencies to voluntarily offer notice of
their activities or collect this information via the EFH grapevine. The

Councils are hard pressed to carry out this mandatory duty without being
afforded sufficient notice.

5. The Goals and Effectiveness of EFH Provisions

Few question the need for habitat provisions in the Magnuson Act. Hal
Osburn, Director of the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department's Coastal
Fisheries Division and new chairman of the Gulf of Mexico Fishery

Management Council, explains that he

can't think of much habitat that isn't important at some point, and that's good,
that's common sense. What part of your body do you want to give up? None,
because it's all essential. We may not like the implications of not being able to
mess up any one part, but I think as a society we benefit ourselves in the long-
term by being real clear eyed about how the ecosystems work as very large
uni_. 97

funded, or undertaken, or proposed to be authorized, funded, or undertaken" by the federal

agency, ld.
_1 ta. § 18550_)(4)(A).
92 Ia. § 1855(b)(4)(B).
O3Id.

_4 zd. § ls55Co)(1)(c).
o5Seeut. § lS55 (b)(_)(A)-(B).

Id. § lS55 (b)(3)(B).
97 Hiney, supra note 9, at 6 (quoting Hal Osbum). Osburn also explains that _[u]nless you_e

go_ an endangered species involved, it's pretty hard for any one enUty to come in and mandate
how this thing will be." ld_ at4.
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Moreover, many of the identified threats fall outside of the Councils'
jurisdiction. The Councils have the authority to regulate and limit fishing
activities, including gear usage, fishing effort, and catch limits, but not other
activities that may adversely impact habitat, such as off and gas development

or dredging. Effectiveness of the voluntary provisions depends not only on
the efforts of the Councils but also on the ultimate goals of the EFH

provisions. Congress intended that the EFH provisions would "promote the
protection of essential fish habitat in the review of projects conducted under
Federal permits, licenses, or other authorities that affect or have the
potential to affect such habitat. _ Thus, the amendments to the FMPs must
"identify essential fish habitat .... minimize.., adverse effects on such
habitat caused by fishing, and identify other actions to encourage the
conservation and enhancement of such habitat. "_ The FMP amendments did

not undertake to create a tangible benefit to EFH or the fisheries dependent
upon EFH. Rather, the NMFS rule advances these ideals by recognizing that
"management of fishing practices and habitat protection axe both necessary
to ensure long-term productivity of our Nation's fisheries. "1°° In order to
fulfill this ideal, the rule proclaims that the regional councils "should protect,
conserve, and enhance adequate quantities of EFH to support a fish
population that is capable of fulfilling all of those other contributions that
the managed species makes to maintaining a healthy ecosystem as well as
supporting a sustainable fishery. "l°_

The New England D.shery Management Council perceives its function
under this direction as "assum[ing] an active role in the protection and
enhancement of habitats "ira and as carrying out the following policy

objectives:

1. Maintain and enhance the current quantity and quality of habitats supporting
harvested species, including their prey base;

2. Restore and rehabilitate fish habitats which have already been degraded;

3. Create and develop fish habitats where increased availability of fishery
resources will benefit society; and

4. Modify fishing methods and create incentives to reduce the impacts on
habitat associated with fishing, ma

The EFH provisions exist in order to effectively shift attention away
.from fish harvests and toward the necessary habitat components of fisheries
management. In other words, "fish need a place to call home. "_°4 Ronald

9s 16U.S.C.§ 1801(b)(7)(Supp.IV1998)(emphasisadded).
Id. § 1853(a)(7)(emphasmadded).

t00 Magnuson-StevensAct Provisions,Essen12alFish Habimt_62 Fed. Reg. 66,53t, 66,531
(Dec. 19,1997)(codifiedat 50CF.tL pt. 600).

lol [d.

102NEW ENGLAND FISHERYMANAGEMENTCOUNCII_supra note59,at4.
IO3 Id.

lO4 The Environment Show (Earthwatch Radio broadcast, Sept 15, 1998), audio file

available a_ <http://www.eamcom/erm-mulfimedia-axchive/1998/09/091598/091598esho.asP>.
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Baird has explained that "we're no longer concentrating on the harvest
practices of specific species, but we're now bringing into the management
equation the whole structured function of biological systems. "l°_

Whether this shift of attention will make a difference depends upon the

role the Councils assume as well as the wills of agencies authorizing
particular projects. Tom Bigford, a NMFS habitat specialist, has explained
that fisheries managers can use information compiled by the Councils to

advise agencies about what government projects might damage areas
important to habitat. Recognizing that the agencies axe not required to
follow this advice, he has explained that

Congress and a lot of outside groups are going to be washing, and all of that is
going to be adding just a little bit more pressure for people to take this whole
process seriously and make sure that fish and fish habitat perhaps get a little
bit more weight in decisions than they have in the past. l°6

These hopeful words stem from the reality that, even after the SFA
amendments, the Councils' authority remains limited. One expIanatory note
to the Guidelines for Fishery Management Plans stated that

[NOAA] recognizes that a decline in stock size or abundance may occur
independent of fishing pressure and that adverse changes in essential habitat
may increase the risk that fishing effort will contribute boa stock collapse.
Regardless of the cause of a decline, however, the Act limits a Council's
authority in addressing the situation. The only direct control available under
the Act is to adjust fishing mortality .... If man-made environmental changes
are contributing to the downward trends, in addition to controUing effort
Councils should recommend restoration of habitat and other ameliorative

programs, to the extent possible.... _o7

Nationwide, fishing communities are particularly cognizant of the
Councils' limited authority and are aware that "[u]nless the Council
asserts.., that reduced fmhing effort would not alleviate the problem, [an]
FMP must include measures to reduce fishing mortality regardless of the
cause of the low population level. "1°8 Some fear that this obligation may
manifest itseff in sigl-dficant restrictions on the use of some fishing gear,
including trawls. This fear is not without cause. The first EFH-related
lawsuit charges that the EFH amendments by the Gulf of Mexico, New

England, Caribbean, Pacific, and North Pacific Councils were unlawfully
prepared and approved in reliance on inadequate environmental analyses
and in violation of the specific requirements of the Magnuson Act. 1°9The

1o5B_'xt, supra note 4.
106The Environment Show, supra note 104(statement of Tom Bigfordof the NMFSOffice

of HabitatConservation).
10r50 C.F.R. § 602, subpt. B, app. A (1995). Section 602 was removed by Magnuson Act

Provisions; Consolidation and Update of Regulations;.Cotlection-of-InformationApproval, 61
Fed. Reg.32,538,32,577(June 24,1996).

_ 5oC.F.R.§ 60a.n(e)(7)(_) (1995).
109See Second Amended Complaint for Declaratory, Mandatory, and Injunctive Relief,

AmericanOceans Campaignv. National Oceanic &A_ospheric Admin.,No. 1:99CV00982¶ 1
(D.D.C.1999)(on file with au_ors).
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Earthjustice Legal Defense Fund is challenging continued fishing activities,
asserting that they produce adverse effects on EFH. These activities include
shrimp trawling in the Gulf of Mexico, bottom trawling off the coast of New
England, and bottom trawling off the Pacific C<)ast. I1°

Even though increased attention to habitat has been considered a
breakthrough in fisheries management paradigms, the requirements of the
Magnuson Act still amount to a voluntary and generally tmenforceable
scheme. Bigford explains, however, that "outside groups" may put additional
pressure on FMCs to modify particular projects, m It appears as though the
fate of EF[-I may be in the hands of the political process and outside groups
such as the Eartbjustice Legal Defense Fund..

III. ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT AND THE ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT

The MagnusOn Act's EFH provisions are most often compared to
similar provisions in the ESA. Since its enactment in 1973, the ESA has been

acc]aimed as the "flagship enactment on wildlife protection "112as well as
criticized for its failure to balance landowners' rights with species
conservation. '13 Also, the statute has been questioned for its inability to
reduce the number of species listed as endangered and threatened. H4These
critiques provide a framework for comparison to EFft provisions. From the
roadblocks, bumps, and outright failures of comparable ESA provisions, we
can glean warnings and projections for EFH.

As shown below, the conservation goal of the ESA is loftier than that of
the EFH provisions. The ESA strives to conserve and recover endangered
and threatened species, in part by limiting land use activities that would
harm the species, while the EFH provisions merely hope to increase
consultatmn and awareness. To the extent that the ESA and the EFH

provisions exhibit similarities, the following critiques of the ESA may prove
instructive for successful implementation of the EFtt provisions.

1101_. _ 5.

ill The Environment Show, supra note 104 (statement of Tom Bigford of the NM.FS office of

Habitat Conservation).

112 WILLIAMH. RODGERS, JR., ENVII_ONMENTALLAw 994 (1994).

_l_ Jon Margolis, Critics Say "No Suwprises" Means No Protect_ion, HmH COUNTRYNEWS,

Aug. 4, 1997, at 10; see Nancie G. Marzutla, EndaT_gered Breed: Those Who Own 1,a_d, AU_

AM.-STATESMAN,Nov. 22, 1995, at A9 (exm_ining the impacts of the Endangered Species Act on

private property owners and arguing that unless the AcZ is revised, landowners themselves will

become extinct),
114 ALEXANDERF- ANNE,"fT,RF_FORMINGTHE ENDANGERED SPECIESACT TO PROTECTSPECIES
PgOPERTY RIO_rs, I-tzarrAov.FOUNDATION, REPORT NO. 1234,at I (1998), avcbilabte in LEXIS,

News Library, Heritage Foundation Reports File; Stetting BurneCt & Bryon Alien, $tmuld

Cong_w.ss Renew the Enda't_gered Species Act?, _ IDAHO STATESMAN,Nov. 1, 1998, at 7B;

Shoot, Shovel, and Shut Up, INv_s"roR's BUs[NF.SSDALLY,Aug. 12, 1997, at B1.
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A. Critical Habitat Meets Essential Fish Habitat

In 1966 the Endangered Species Protection Act _15set forth a "broad but
toothless policy "n6 of species protection and recovery that included meager

habitat protection provisions. 117It provided that "insofar as is practicable
and consistent with the primary purposes of such bureaus, agencies, and

services, [they] shall preserve the habitats of such threatened species on
lands under their jurisdiction. "118Congress amended this statute in 1969 and
extended these protections to invertebrates, but failed to allow true

authority for the protection of habitat for endangered species. _19
The 1973 overhaul 12° provided the current structure of the ESA,

including procedures for the listing of species and the subsequent
designation of critical habitat, but its language left problems. In acting on
their authority to designate lands as critical habitat for listed species, the
Secretaries of Interior or Commerce 121were directed to consider various

economic and practical considerations) m Specifically, each Secretary is to
designate critical habitat "to the maximum extent prudent and determinable"
at the _rae of listingJ 2z The legislative history reveals that Congress

envisioned exceptions "only in rare circumstances where the specification of
critical habitat concurrently with the listing would not be beneficial to the

species. "t24When this decision-making ability led the Secretary to determine
that the designation of critical habitat was not prudent in forty-one of forty-
five final listings in 1986, critics noted that the Secretary's discretion was too

115 PILL).L. NO. 89-669, 80 _ 926 (1966) (repealed 1973).

u6 DANmL ROm_F, THE ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT: A GUIDE TO ITS I_OTECTIONS AND

IMPLEMENTATION21 (1989).
117See Pub,L No. 89-669,§ 2,80 star.nt926-27.

118 Id. § l(b), 80 Stat. at 926.

119 Act of Dec. 5, 1969, Pub. L No. 91-135, 83 Star 275¢ (repealed 1973). Instead, Congress
extended the Secretary's authority to acquire lands for the purpose of endangered species

protectiorL ld. § 12, 83 Star at 282.
,20 Endangered Species Act of 1973, Pub. L No. 93-205, 87 Star. 886 (codified as amended at

16U.S.C.§§1531-1544(1994)).
121 The ESA uses the term "Secretary" to refer to the Secretaries of both Interior and

Commerce, as appropriate. Nathan Baker, Water, Water, Everywhere, and at Last a Drop for
Salmon? NRDC v. Houston Heralds New Prospects Under Section 7 of the Endangered Species

Act, 29 ENVTL L 607, 611 n.27 (1999). Throughout this Article, the term "Secretary," when used
in the context of the ESA, refers to either the Secretary of Interior or the Secretary of

Commerce, or both, as appropriate. In the context of the Magnuson Act, "Secretary" refers to

the Secretaryof Commercealone.
t22 The House Report on the 1978 ESA amendments reveals that members of Congress

believed that

[iln effect_ then, the Secretary is given broad power to grant exemptions to the

Endangered Species Act through a simple, unilateral administrative determination of his
or her own. This is a process which stands in sharp contrast to the laboriously

constructed exemption process, with its clear standards and procedural safeguards.

H.R. REP. NO. 95-1625, at 63, reprinted in 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 9453, 9483.

_2z_6u.S.C.§1533(a)(_)(1994).
124 H.R. REP. NO. 95-1625, at 17; see also ROHLF, supra note 116, at 50-51.
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broad and contradicted the language and history of the critical habitat
sections.l:5

Once the Secretary determines a listed species's needs, the ESA grants
the Secretary broad discretion in designating critical habitat. Critical habitat
is the geographical area containing physical or biological features essential

to the conservation of a listed species--essentially, the area necessary to
prevent extinction. 12_The Secretary may determine that areas outside those
presently occupied by the species may be essential to conservation at the
time of listing and may determine that critical habitat includes areas that the

species could potentially occupy. 12rFinally, after listing of an endangered
species or after designation of its critical habitat, any person may petition
the Secretary to revise a critical habitat designation, lzs

Although designation of both EFH and critical habitat are forms of

zoning mother nature, the statutory structure of EFH differs significantly
from that of critical habitat. '29 First, the definition of EFH is strikingly more
broad in its language and application. As discussed above, EFH is defined as
waters and substrate necessary to fish for spawning, breeding, feeding, or
growth to matttrity. _3° This definition covers all periods of a fish's life,
including those areas that a fish may occupy at only one life stage. In
contrast, critical habitat "shall not include the entire geographical area
which can be occupied by the threatened or endangered species. "_3_In
addition, NMFS has interpreted EFH to include artificial structures not
naturally found in the waters. 1_ However, critical habitat includes the
geographical area containing "physical or biological features" essential to
the species's conservation, excIuding consideration of artificial featuresJ _

Moreover, the Magnuson Act gives no discretion in designating some areas
EFH and excluding others, ff a managed species relies upon an area during
its life cycle, it is essential and therefore must be identified as such) za This

sharply contrasts with the built-in Secretarial discretion under the ESA, in
which economic impacts, among others, may be considered when
determining what habitat is criticalj _

Finally, the ESA allows parties to request revision of critical habitat. 1_
The SFA authorizes and actually requires certain revisions of EFH as better

scientific information becomes available. 18v However, the beleaguered

125 SeeROrit_, supra note 116, atS1.

126 See 16 U.S.C. § 1532(5)(A) (1994).

127Ia. § 15320)(h)(a), (5)(C).
1aS ld. § 1533(b)(3)(D); see also Hiney, supra note 9, at 2.

m9See N^T1ONALMARINEl_SrmnmsSErrv.,supra note 52,at 32-35 (comparingEFHandESA
provisions).

l:_ See supra notes 53-66.
13116U.S.C.§ 1532(5)(0)(1994).
132 See NATIONALMARINE FISHERIES SERV., supra note 52, at 1 (providing the regulatory

defirtilSon of EFH).

_ 16u.s.c. § 1532(5)(A)0)0994).
_ 16U.S.C.§ 1851(a)(3)0994).
IsBSee supra notes 122-23and ir0rranotes 157--68.
lS_ 16U.S.C.§ 1533Co)(3)(D)(i)(1994).
18716U.S.C.§ 1851(a)(2)(1994).
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Councils possess the. discretion to determine whether and when better
scientific information is available and to thereafter undertake the task of
revising EFH.

Vagueness and immensity may also plague the EFH provisions. The
Councils can write EFH amendments to be as expansive as the EFH
regulations allow. For instance, the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management
Council has seven fishery management plans that cover between 350 and 400
species of marine life, including coral. None of these species individually use
the entire Gulf of Mexico, Taken as a group however, the essential habitats
for each species, each life stage, and each FMP encompass the entire guff--
at least to the 200-mile limit of the exclusive economic zone (EEZ)--

implicating myriad activities and potential sources of impactsJ as

Given the broad definition of EFI-I, the extensive distribution of the managed
species, and NMFS guidance to be risk averse in face of unce_2.in_, art of the
estuarine systems of the _u{f of Me:rico are considered essential fish habitat
for fish managed by the GuJf of Mexivo T_ishery Management Council, 13_

The EFH provisions also state that the habitat is "necessary" ff it is
"required to support a sustainable fishery and a healthy ecosystem. "_4°This
language may prove as divisive as the ESA's critical habitat provisions,
because the Magnuson Act, its implementation regulations, and the guidance
documents fail to define "healthy ecosystem"--a term with numerous
potential standaxds, m

Like all environmental legislation, both the ESA and the Magnuson Act
axe affected by two competing concerns: the goal of extinguishing scientific
uncertainty and the realization that as we continue to discover the habitat

needs and impacts on wildlife and fisheries, we will always be learning
"new" science. After attempting to manage species through concentrated
efforts on individual species, scientists and policy makers have begun to

realize the importance of ecosystem management 142The ESA advocates
these efforts, but often fails to overcome the inherent difficulty of managing

endangered species in light of sometimes crippling scientific uncertainty.
The EFH provisions may suffer similar results.

Scientific uncertainty plagues the very foundation of the ESA with the
question, "What is a species?" Because "species" is the unit designated for

13s See Hiney, supra note 9, at 2.

139 GULF OFMExIco I_SHERY MANAGEMENTCOUNCIL,supra note 57, at 29.
140 50 C.F.B. § 600.10 (1999). The guidance document fails to further elucidate the definition

of "necessary." See NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIESSERV., supra note 52.
141 There al_ established guidefines, however, for what cons_tutes a _susU)Jnable fishery."

Often, the goal for a sustainable fishery is determined by its maximum sustainable yield (MSY),

which is the largest average catch that can be taken continuously (or sustained) from a stock
under average environmentalconditions.RICHARD K. WALLACE ET AL, FIS_RmS M_NAGEMENT
FOR FISHERMEN:A MANUAL FOR I-IF,lYINGFISI-IERMiENUNDERSTAND THE FEDERAL MANAGEMENT

PROC_.ss 39 (1994).
142 See Katharine Simmons Yagerman, Protecting Critical Habitat U_ler the Federat

Endangered Species Act, 20 ENVTL. L. 811,817-18 (1990) (discussing the increasingly important

role of ecosystem management under the ESA).
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protection under the ESA, scientists struggle to categorize what constitutes
a species in light of various populations, locales, and adaptations. L_

When considering the need to list a population or species as threatened
or endangered, several factors require examination, including the need for
multiple populations in a particular area, the carrying capacity of the habitat,
and any environmental or human-created resistance to the population in a

particular habitat. These variables lend to the uncertainty in management.
Once a species is identified, it must be studied to determine whether it

is endangered, j_ A species may become endangered because of natural
environmental change or because of human activity. _4_ This distinction

becomes important in fisheries management, especially when determining
sizes of fish stocks for quota purposes from year to year, because species
may experience a natural rise and fall in population size._46 A look at the
deleterious impact humans have had on other species reveals that
population decreases and species extinctions are commonly caused by
human activities such as hunting or habitat modification. _4v

While many uncertainties exist for EFH, the applicable populations are
well establishedJ _ The definition of EFH does include economics, because
EFH is identified only for managed species, meaning those species that are
commercially valuable. Species that are not managed for commercial or
recreational value do not have an EFH designation. Thus, economic
considerations underlie the establishment of EFH rather than being
incorporated into the EFH identification or definition. Congress defined
"critical habitat" to mean the specific areas with physical or biological
features essential to the conservation of the species and that may require
special management considerations or protection. 1_ Identifying the
bi61ogical needs and niche _s° of a species has proven to be a weighty and

143 See GARETHJONES ET A.L, THE HARPER COLLINSDICTIONARYOF ENVIRONMENTALSCIENC]_

330 (1992). The ESA "defines" the term _species" to "include[] ar_y subspecies offish or wildlife
or plants, and any distinct population segment of any species of vertebrate fish or wildlife

which interbreeds when mature." 16 U,S.C, § 1532(16) (I994). Scientifically, a species is a graup

of organisms that can interbreed and produce offspring capable of reproductioru FAJ)ON D.

ENGF_ & BP_DLEY F. SrC,JT_, ENVmONIViEtVrALSCmNCE 67 (1991). In this time of endangerment

and extinction of flora and fauna, these definitions fail to adequately provide necessary

understanding of the goals espoused in the ESA. In order to conserve endangered and

threatened species, a keen comprehension of "species" is necessary, yet biology tells us that

shifts in gene frequency and reproduction, as well as the coniinuaily changing environment.
may yield subspecies or en0xely new species. Id. at 250.

t44 i6 U.S.C. § 1532(6) (1994); see also JO_rZs ET AL, supra note 143, at 133 (stating that an

endangered species is "any plant or animal species that no longer can be relied on to reproduce

itself in numbers easum_g its survival").
145 JONES_ AL.,81J._ Rote 143, at 134.

_6 For a discussion of stock assessments and nataral mortality rates, see NATURAL

RESOURCECOUNCIL,StrSTAIN_NGMARJN_FtSI_R_ES 64 (1999).
147 JONES ETAL,,8_ilTfa, nOte 143, at 134.

t4S Se_ gener_y 59 C_F,R. ck _f (1999) (delineating the Councils and _ fishery
populations according to Council).

14o16U.S.C.§ 1532(5)(A)(i),(li) 0994).
_50The niche is the functional role a species has in its surroundings. ENG_ &SMITH,supra

note 143,at 57.
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time-consuming process. 15j It often takes years to accomplish, it can be

difficult to ascertain just how much habitat is critical, and it can be

complicated by economic and political considerations. 162

Essential fish habitat designations are amendments to fishery

management plans and consequently are completed only for those stocks

under each Council's regulatory authority. 15a Management plans are

established within one year of a determination by NMFS that the particular

species is "overfished," "approaching a condition of being overfished," or not

adequately "ending overgmhing and rebuilding [population]. "i_ NMFS also

has authority to create management plans for highly migratory species. I_ A
management plan can "describe, identify, and protect" the habitat of species

not a part of a fmheries management unit; "however, such habitat may not be
considered EFH .... "l_

Both EFH and critical habitat designations require use of the best

scientific data available, t57 However, the ESA also requires consideration of

economic and other impacts relevant to a critical habitat designation) _

Moreover, the Secretary has discretion to exclude areas from critical habitat

ff the benefits of exclusion outweigh those of inclusion and if doing so will

not result in extinction. 169Only those economic impacts above and beyond

those of the listing may be cousideredJ _° The SFA does not contain

comparable caveats for economic considerations or cost-benefit analyses in

either the statute or in the guidelines. Rather, when designating EFH, the

Councils are instructed to "[err] on the side of inclusiveness to insure

adequate protection for EFH of managed species. "]61 As noted in the
technical guidance document published by NMFS, at the level of lowest data

151 The i)rocess has also been a political one that crippled the ESA early in its history. The
listing procedure was linked to the critical habitat designation and economic considerations--
requiring both _ and resource-intensive a_lyses--resulting in the withdrawal of
approximately 2000 species proposed for listing in 1978 because of inadequate funding. See
RorII_, supra note 116,at 27.

]52 See Rufus C. Young, Jr., 1996 Update: The Endangered Species Act.- Impacts on Land
Use, SB06/1_LI.-/_B.A. 421,432 (1996).

16_ 16U.S.C. § 1855(h)(t)(A) (Supp. IV 1998).
1_ ld. § 1854(e)(1), (2), (7).
155See id. § 1854(g)(1) (discussing preparation and implementation of plan or plan

amendment).
156 Magnuson Act Provisions; Essential Fish Habitat (EFH), 62 Fed. Reg. 19,726, 19,727 (Apr.

23, 1997).
167 16 U.S.C. § 1_)(2) (1994) (stuting that ESK critical habitat designa_ons and revisions

shall be based on the "best scientific data available"); 16 U.S.C. § 1851(a)(2) (1994)
("Conservation and management measures [for fisheries] shall be based upon the best scientific
information available.").

i_s 16 U.S.C. § 153S(b)(2) (1994).
159 ld.
_ IJ.S. F]sa ANDWmD_FB S_., E_ERF_ S_ECmS L_STm_HANDBOOK:PROCE_LqU_L

GUIDANCEFOR TH_ PREPARATIONANDPROCESSING OF RULES ANDNOTICESPI/RSUANTTO TI4E
ENDANGEREDSPECIESACT87-88 (1994).

16[ 62 Fed. Reg. at 19,727. The codified rule includes the same instruction, framed in risk-
averse language: "Councils should interpret this informalion in a risk-averagefashion, to ensure
adequate areas axe protected as EFIt of managed species." 50 C.F.R. § 600.815 (1999).
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availability, "the risk-averse approach is to define EFH as everywhere the

species is likely to occur, noting any areas of known significance to

reproduction, feeding, or growth to maturity. "_62 The EFH must contain at a
minimum those areas listed as critical habitat, but may include more areas,

Therefore, the SFA is likely to more effectively address recovery through
habitat than the ESA, because the SFA provides room for a species to

expand from its current, depleted range. 1_

Another significant distinction between the two programs involves

authority to resolve problems of insufficient data. The SFA acknowledges

varying levels of knowledge about the habitat needs of fisheries. _u The
Councils are instructed to use available data in a precautionary fashion,

erring on the side of inclusion, and must update EFH designations as more
information becomes available. 166 In contrast, when designating critical

habitat using limited scientific data, an agency may take additional time to

collect the necessary informationJ _ When sufficient information is not

available to establish critical habitat, a "non-determinable" finding is made,

and the agency then has two years to designate critical habitat, unless the

designation is not prudentJ _v

B. Implementation

The critical habitat provisions of the ESA axe triggered only after the

usually lengthy listing process) _ The Secretary must review a petition for

162NATION_MARINqi_FISHERIESSERV.,S_ note 52, at 8.
re,3Id. ff a species faces extinction because of habitat loss, identification of an already

insignificant area as critical habitat cannot be expected to allow the species to reestablish
populati(_n levels above depleted exist_ sizes.

16450 C.F.R. § 600.815(a)(2)(i)(A) (1999). These include presence/absence distribution;
habitat-related densities; growth, reproduction or survival rates within habitats; and production
rates by habitat- [d. § 600.815(a)(2)(i)(C)(1)-(4).

165 16U.S.C. § 18550a)(l)(A) (Supp. IV 1998).
16oSve _ Endangered and Threatened Species and Designating Cr/tic_ Habitat;

Amended Procedures to Comply with the 1982Amendments to the Endangered Species Act, 49
Fed. Reg. 38,900, 38,900 (Oct. l, 1983) (noting that a _5-month extension is permissible only if
there exists substantial disagreement among specialists regarding the sufficiency or accuracy of
the required bio|ogical data. Extensions ave not permissib|e to allow additional time to conduct
economic or other analyses relating to Critical Habitat designations.") (codified at 50 C.F.R. p_.
424 (1999)).

t67 16U.S.C. § 1533Co)(6)(C)(ii) (1994).
16SAn interesting example of an effort to avoid Ore listing process involved the Oregon

Salmon Negotiations and Oregon Governor John Kitzhaber's attempts to prevent federal listing
of coho salmon by offering a state conservation plan. Kitzhaber was temporaxfly successful; the
Na_oual Marine Fisheries Service decided not to list coho in light of state efforts. However, the
NMFS eventually lost a legal battle over the decision, resulting in listing of the coastal coho. See
Oregon Natural Resources Council v. Daily, 6 F. Supp. 2([ 1139 (D. Or. 1998) (fiading that NMFS
decision not to list coho was arbiWary and capricious); Jonathan Brinckraan, Coast Coho on the
Way to Federal Listing, THEOREGONIaN,July 31, 1998, at A1 (explaining that the state salmon
recovery plan is based on voluntaxy habi'lat restoration by private landowners and is financed
by the ¢_mber indusWy); Jonathan Brinckman, Kitzhaber Plan Commits State to Saving Fish,
Tt_ Oi¢_ONL_, Sept. 5, 1998, at D1 (outtinlng Kitzhaber's executive order and attempts to save
salmon species without federal intervention); Maria Cone, U.S. Protection of Coho Salmon
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listing a species and any scientific studies presented by the petitioner in
order to determine the species's need forprotection) 69Once listing occurs,
critical habitat is designated, which often takes years. In the meantime,
destructive activities may continue in areas later designated as critical
habitat. The critical habitat designation restricts uses of the land that may

jeopardize the continued existence of the species) _° Opponents of the ESA
assert that it forces landowners, rather than the public at large, to carry the
burden of achieving the national goal of conserving species) 71

The identification phase of the EFH provisiofis follows scientific
procedures similar to those used in designating critical habitat, but EFH
identification is triggered during the early stage of adding a species to an
FMP, not by a species approaching extinction. This distinction shows a clear
difference in the procedure, as well as the goals, of the Magnuson Act and
the ESA. The Magnuson Act charges the eight regional Councils with
development of fishery management plans for fish species found within the
Councils' respective geographic areas. 17_The Councils prepare FMPs for
those fisheries under their authority that require conservation and
management. Fisheries may require management because of troubled stocks
or simply because of the fishery's commercial value. Once a fishery reaches
an overfished condition, 1_ the Secretary of Commerce must notify the

appropriate Council and request action to end overfishir_ through
conservation and management measures aimed at rebuilding the affected
stocks of fish. lz4 The FMP for that species must also specify a time period
ior rebuilding the fishery, generally not to exceed ten yearsJ 7_Unlike the

Magnuson Act, the ESA only applies to species at or near the brink of
extinction. IT6

The Councils do not cease managing fisheries once they are rebuilt. On
the contrary, once a fishery "recovers" as a result of conservation and
management measures, it remains a managed fishery, reviewed by the
Secretary for possible overfishing in later years and actively managed by the
Council through closures, gear restrictions, or quotas. 17r According to the

Spa_s C_ticq.s'm,L.A.TI_I_3,O_t. 26,1996,at A1(_"talil3gthat C-ovemorl(2tzhaberazadtimber
indusU'yrepresentativessought to delaythe lis_ag decisionbecause of _new"evidenceshowing
that thesalmon were healthier than previouslybelieved).
16916U.S.C.§1533(b)(3)(A)(1994).
170fa_i1536(a)(2).
t71 See J. B. Ruhl, Regional Habitat Conservation Planning U_alerthe Endangered Species

Act: Pushing the Legal and t_zwCicalLimits of Species Protecti_m,44 Sw. L,I. 139"3,1404
(1_1).

172See 16U.S.C.§1852(1994&Supp. IV1998).
1_ The MagnusonActstates that "[a] fisheryshallbe classified as approachinga conditionof

being overfishcd if, based on trends in fishing effort, fishery resource size, and other
appropriate factors, the Secretary estimates that the fishery willbecome ovcrfishedwithin two
years." Id. § 1854(e)(1)(Supp. IV1998).

xu I_. § m54(e)(Z).
175Ig. §1854(e)(4).
17BSee generolAy 16 U.$.C. § 1533 (1994) (regarding detemaination of endangered or

threatened status).
177See 16 U.S.C. § 1854(h) (Supp. IV 1998) (regarding provisions for terminal2ott of
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Magnuson Act, the fishery remains "a major source of employment and
contributes significantly to the economy of the nation. "'Ts Presumably, EFH
designations last as long as species are managed, with possible modification
in light of new scientific information. In contrast, once a species goes extinct
or is delisted, the ESA's coverage essentially ends. iw

The difference in trigger points between the ESA and the Magnuso n Act
can be traced to the statutes' differing goals. The Magnuson Act was created
as a management tool, because "fishery resources contribute to the food
supply, economy, and health of the Nation and provide recreational
opportunities. "is° The ESA, instead, was created to "provide a means

whereby the ecosystems upon which endangered species and threatened
species depend may be conserved [and] to provide a program for the
conservation of such endangered species and threatened species. "181The
beneficiaries of the ESA's conservation scheme are not necessarily species
with commercial value; rather, the species are those that are so "depleted in
numbers that they are in danger of or threatened with extinction [and that
are] of aesthetic, ecological, educational, historical, recreational, and
scientific value to the Nation and its people. "'s2 The differing goals of the
two statutes result in the identification of essential habitat of managed fish
species at a less urgent point than designation of critical habitat of species
facing extinction.

C. Misimplementation & Nonimplementation

Practically, political and bureaucratic complications may result in
misimplementation and nonimplementation of environmental statutory
provisions. Misimplementation results from misguided or restrained
interpretations of authority or from the twisting of provisions intended to
provide flexibility into loopholes. Nonimplementation of statutory
requirements like critical habitat and EFH can result from limited resources

and increasing work loads.

1. Agency Self-Restraint

Agency self-restraint can result in misimplementation of an
environmental statute. By employing serf-restraint, agencies may forestall
Congress from eliminating authority that, when exercised to its full
potential, would result in controversy. An agency such as NMFS or the Fish
and Wildlife Service (FWS) may succumb to political pressures and
effectively amend its own authority. The pressure can manifest itself in

managementplan).
17_Id. § 1801(a)(3)(1994).
179See 16U.S.C.§ 1536(a)(2)(1994);50C.F.R.§ 424.21(1999)(allowingfor a periodic review

of species' status after delisting).
Is0 16U.$.C.§ 1801(a)(1)(1994&Supp.IV1998).
lSl t6 U.S.C.§ 1531(t))(1994).
ls2 ld. § 1531(a)(2),(3).
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threats of substantive amendments to the statutory authority of an agency or
in budget cuts that eliminate funding for programs.

A classic example of congressional retribution for the exercise of
agency authority is the oft-repeated Tell§co Dam/snarl darter story. Congress
appropriated more than $110 million for the construction of a dam in
Tennessee. lsa The dam was virtually completed, leaving only the gates to be
closed and the reservoir to be filled, when a small endangered fish, the ESA,
and the United States Supreme Court halted these last steps. The ESA's
prohibition against damaging critical habitat prevented inundating the fish's
critical habitat beneath the planned reservoir, l_ Throughout the litigation,
various congressional committees supported the constructing agency's
understanding that the ESA was not meant to apply "retroactively" to
projects already underway when the law was enacted, l_ The Supreme Court
disagreed and halted the project, is° Following the Court's opinion, Congress
amended the ESA. The newly amended ESA provided an exemption
process, _s_required agencies to provide reasonable alternatives to proposed
activities found to jeopardize a listed species, lss and diluted the critical

habitat provisions, changing them from a prohibition against destroying or
modifying critical habitat is9 to a requirement that actions be unlikely to do
so) 9° Additionally, the amendments mandated consideration of economic

and other impacts during the designation of critical habitat) _l
At least one author has suggested that the ESA's criticai habitat

provisions have fallen victim to congressional bullying and agency
intimidation:

[The Department of} Interior has undertaken to de:f'mecritical habitat in a way
that greatly minimizes its importance. It has, moreover, for the great majority
of species, simply refiised to designate critical habitat at all. The effect of these
actions is to eliminate the most objective and powerful requirement of the
statutes-that critical habitat not be modified--and allow Interior to administer

the Act oti the more uncertain and discretionary terrain of jeopardy. _°2

The accuracy of this analysis is supported by the agency's own statements.
"[B]ecause the protection that flows from critical habitat designation applies
only to Federal actions, the designation of critical habitat provides little or
no additional protection beyond the 'jeopardy' prohibition of section 7,

183See TennesseeValleyAuth.v.Hill,437U.S.153,200 n.6(1978).
184See id. at 185--86.
ll_ Id. a_163--65.
lS_ Id. at184.
is7 16u.s.c. § 1536(f)-(p)0994).
ls8 ld. § 1536(b)(3)(A).
189See 16 U.S.C. § 1536 (1976),amended by Authorization,Appropriations--Endangered

SpeciesAct oi'1973,Pub. L No.96-159,§4(C), 93Star.1225,1226(1979).
19oSee 16U.S.C.§ 1536(a)(2)(1994).
191See ix/. § 1_3(b)(2); H.R.REV.NO.95-1625,at t7 (1978),reprinted in 1978U.S.C.C.A.N.

9453,9467.
192Oliver A. Houck, The _ndangerea Species Act and Its Implementation by the U.S.

Departments of Interior and Commerce,64 U. COLO.L R_v.277,297(1993).
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which also applies only to Federal actions. "_°aConsequently, "[t]he Service
has determined that ia most cases no additional protection is gained by
designating critical habitat for species already on the lists and the
application of the Service's limited resources is best utilized to add new
species to the lists. "194

The Department of Interior's interpretation ignores legal principles,
however. First, critical habitat modification is found within a distinct
provision of the law requiting an independent analysis. _5 Second, the
separate restriction against habitat destruction has also been subsumed by
the general prohibition against "taking. "1_ Consequently, individuals may be
liable under the Act for taking species through habitat modification;
agencies axe not the only entities liable for destruction of habitat. 19zIn
fairness to those people against whom criminal chaxges are brought under
the ESA for "takes," habitat should be described and delineated.

The consequence of this interpretation is the devaluation and
underprotection of areas for their functions as endangered species habitat.
Instead, agencies' destruction of habitat is forbidden when it would
jeopardize a species and individuals' destruction of habitat is forbidden
when it would result in the taking of a species. Direct harm to a species must
be likely before habitat-aff_g activities are questioned under this scheme;
habitat cannot be protected solely to provide an opportunity for recovery.

The SFA has no comparable prohibition against adverse modification of
habitat. Rather, in a NEPA-like fashion, federal agencies must simply take
into consideration the impact of their actions on EVH: "Federal agencies
must consult with the NMFS regarding any of their actions authorized,
funded, or undertaken, or proposed to be authorized, funded, or undertaken

that may adversely affect EFH. "igsThis consideration may occur by virtue of
compliance with other statutory schemes such as NEPA, the FWCA, and

103 Proposed Listing Priority Guidance for Fiscal Years 1998 and 1999, 63 Fed Reg. 10,931,
10,934 (Mar. 5, 1998).

t9¢ld.
195 Houck, supra note 192, at 299--301. The 1986 regulations define "destruction or adveme

modification" to require an "alteration that appreciably diminishes the value of critical habitat

for both the starvival and recovery (Jfa listed species." This definition is exactly the same as that

provided for "jeopardy" to the species itself: "to jeopardize the continued existence" of a species
means "to reduce appreciably the likelihood of both the survival and recovery of a listed

species." Id. at 299. "Interior's interpretation of the law violates [the principle of statutory

construction that laws axe interpreted to effect each portion of the law making no part

superfluous or void] by removing independent legal meaning for the term 'critical habitat.'" Id.

at 300, The regulations are also illegal because "they restrict 'critical habitat' to bare species

survival, despite a legislative definition that requires considerably more." ld. _Congress afforded

special protection to [habi_t for both conservation and survival,] yet Interior has unilaterally

chosen to protect only [that required for survive]." Id. at 301.

106 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1) (1994).
197 See BabbiVt v. Sweet Home Chapter of Commtmities for a Great Or., 515 U.S. 687, 696-708

(1995).
10s 50 C.F.R. § 600.920 (1999).
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others. 1_ An agency may still harm or completely eliminate EFH after
consideration and suffer no legal consequences.

Even for those fish stocks that are overfished, there is no mandatory

duty of habitat protection for federal agencies. As the name implies,

overfished species are those presumed to suffer from too much fishing, 20°
and thus the remedies lie with gear restrictions and catch requirements

altering size or season, but not with habitat protection. Despite recognition

that habitat degrading activities adversely affect population health, the
Councils and NMFS have no jurisdiction over such activities unless they axe

attributable to fishing. 2°1 However, this is directly contrary to what some

Councils are telling their constituencies: "The Fishery Management Councils

could easily view Essential Fish Habitat... as a burden, but hopefully they

will.., view it as an opportunity. The opportunity is to achieve an increase

in fish stocks for fishermen without placing the burden of the increase on
fishermen. "2°2 This transfer of burden may prove difficult considering that

NMFS's and the Councils' authority under the Magnuson Act lies in

regulating fishing rather than activities such as fill disposal in a wetland or a
timber sale in a national forest. The Councils can only make

recommendations to NMFS on changes within the fishing industry and can

only comment upon those projects brought to its attention. NMFS holds the

authority to create fishing industry regulations, but neither NMFS nor the
Councils have the power to require changes to non_fishing projects that

109The Essential Fish Habitat Interim Final Rule explains that

{becausel it is NMFS' intention to use existing processes whenever appropriate, the
interim final rule contains language strongly encouraging the use of existing consultation
and environmental review processes to fulfill the EFH consultation requirements. The
procedures will not be duplicative because only One review process will be used.
Exisling Federal statutes such as the FWCA, ESA, and Nalional Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) already requite consultation or coordination between NMFS and other
Federal agencies. Therefore, the need for Federal agencies to evaluate the effects of their
actions on fish and fish habitat is not a new requirement imposed by the

Magnuson-Stevens Act.

62 Fed. Reg. 66,531, 66,543 ('Dec. 19, 1997).
200 To "overfish _ is defined as "to fish at a rate or level that jeopardizes the capacity of a

stock or stock complex to produce [multiple sustained yield ] on a conlinulng bas_." 50 C.F.R.
§ 600.310(d)(1)(i) (1999). _Overfishing_ is defined as occurring "whenever a stock or stock
complex is subjected to a rate or level of fishing mortality that jeopardizes the capacity of a
stock or stock complex to produce MSY on a continulag basis." Id. § 690.310(d)(1)(ii).
"Overfished _ is used

[fIirst, to describe any stock or stock complex that is subjected to a rote or level of
fishing mortaliW [as defined above], and second, to describe any stock or stock complex
whose size is sul_ciently small that a change in management practices is required in
order to achieve an appropriate level and rate of rebuilding.

_d. §600.310(d)(1)(_).
20t "There are no new mandatory constraints placed on any activity, with the exception of

adverse habitat impacts caused by fishing .... Such new restrictions were not achievable in the
political eligmte of the last Congress." Scott Bu.rns_Essent.ial Fish Habitat_ in Sus'rAINABLE
Fismmms FORTKE21STCENTtm_., supra note 17,at67, 69.

202 John Bryson, Essential Fish Habitat: Burden ov Opportunity?, MID-ATLAN_C
PERSP_.C12WS(Mid-Atlanlic Fishery Management Council, Dover, Del.), Dec. 1998, at 1, 1.
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adversely affect EFIt. The SFA only gives them the oppo_unity to prepare
fishery management plans. 2°3

EFH provisions are ideally suited to political contests, not legal battles.

Because no legal consequences accrue for actions that harm EFH, the
provisions are unlikely to generate the animosity that the ESA's fiat
prohibitions do. Moreover, they are unlikely to result in a comparable degree
of litigation. If astutely managed, EFH can be a powerful public relations
device to increase public awareness of activities that impair fish habitat, just
as the Toxic Release Inventory has been a tool for publicizing toxic chemical
releases. 2°4 Depending upon the political makeup of a particular Council,
however, its members may want to avoid the appearance of futility that
comes from making unenforceable demands; thus, they may not want to
take a hard-line approach. The sheer volume of work required to review
each project and make recommendations probably discourages an
enthusiastic embrace of EFH. 2°5The Councils may receive some insulation
from the congressional pressure placed on FWS and NMFS under the ESA
because of the regional nature of the Councils and the degree of discretion
they retain. Political pressure to ratchet EFH one way or the other will likely
come from regional influence on the Councils, not from Congress.

2. Ftexibility Gone A_ovy

To gain flexibility in implementing a statute, an agency may prioritize
such flexibility over the statutory purpose and goals. In the case of the ESA,
for example, the agency can focus designation of critical habitat toward
providing for the survival of species rather than the recovery.

• Critical habitat is a discrete area within the geographic range occupied
by the species, at the time it is listed, that contains physical or biological
features essential to the conservation of the species and that requires special

management efforts. 2°_Critical habitat may also include areas outside those
locations occupied by the species if the Secretary determines these areas are
essential to conserve the species. _7 The Secretary may designate critical
habitat outside the current occupied area "only when a designation limited
to its present range would be inadequate to ensure the conservation of the

200See 16U.S.C.§ 1852(h)(1)(Supp. 1V1998).
204See SuperflmdAmendmentsand ReauthorizationActof 1986,42U.$.C.§ 11023(1994).
205When Jeff R_ter of the Gulf States MarineFisheries Commission was asked why the

M_sissippi Riverwas not designatedas criticalhabitat in the Council'sEFHproposal despite its
influence on Gulf Coast fisheries habitat, he responded that doing so would require the Gulf
Councilto take on two-thirds of the UnitedStates. Conversation with Jeff Rester, GulfStates
MarineFisheriesCommission,Presenter at Fish ForeverConference (Sept 12,1998).Thus, the
Councilsare already making EFIt designationsbased onwork load rather than on science a_d
law. This is not to suggest that the Councils doom themselves to failure, but it does raise
concerns that the magnitude and implicalions of EFI4are being misrepresented, because work
loadissqes are disguisedas habitat science.

206 16U.S.C.§ 1532(5)(A)(i)(1994);see also50 C.F.I_§ 424.02(d)(1999).
2_7 16U.S.C.§ 15_Y2(5)(A)(ii)(1994).
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species. "208Unless specially determined by the Secretary, critical habitat is
less than the area susceptible to habitation by the threatened or endangered

species. 2°9The scope of critical habitat under these provisions is a function
of that area necessary for the "conservation" of a species.

Effectively, however, critical habitat has become that habitat necessary

for a species to survive rather than recover. The ESA further def'mes
"conservation" as the "use of all methods and procedures which are

necessary to bring any endangered species or threatened species to the point
at which the [Act's protection is] no longer necessary. "21°Practically, that
point is detisting by either recovery or extinction. Survival differs from
recovery in that a surviving species is one that continues to invoke the ESA's
protectio_ A surviving species may remain endangered indefinitely yet
somehow manage to continue to exist. Agencies have consolidated
"survival" and "recovery" under the ESA, however. The prohibition against
"destruction or adverse modification" applies to activities that "appreciably
diminish[] the value of critical habitat for both the survival and recovery of a
listed species. "2n As one scholar notes, "[t]hrough the addition of the term
'both' in the context of survival and recovery, the agencies intended to limit
its focus to survival alone. "212Habitat protection thus becomes a function of
the lowest common denominator--survival.

Critical habitat designations and final listing rules must be published
concurrently, with two exceptions. 21aFirst, if the Secretary finds that prompt

listing is essential to the survival of the species and that designation of
critical habitat would delay the listing, or second, if the critical habitat is not
determinable at the time, designation may be postponed. 2_4When the habitat

is not determinable, the Secretary has up to two years to gain the necessary
data and designate the habitat "to the maximum extent prudent. "2_
Practically, simultaneous designation is often preferable and can relieve
some of the frustration associated with the ESA:

[L]eft unsatisfied are the property owners and developers seeking approval for
projects after region-wide development is perceived to have crossed the
"harm" line of cumulative adverse habitat impacts. Those projects, unlike
earlier projects which are perceived as having slipped by, could face
intensified standards.., as the Service attempts through its cumulative
impacts analysis to slow the tide of .regional habitat loss. Hence, often a
substantial portion of a community would prefer that the ESA review criteria

208 50 C.F.R. § 424.12(e) (1999).

20_16u.s.c. § 1552(5)(c)(m94).
2m Id. § 1532(3).

2H 50 C.F.R. § 402.2 (1999) (emphasis added).

212 HOuEIG _pra note192,at299.

213 16 U.S.C. § 1533(b)(6)(C)(i)-(ii) (1994); 50 C.F.R. § 424.17 Co) (1999).

214 16 U.S.C. § 1533co)(6)(C)(i)-(ii) (1994).

215 ld. § 1533(a)(3). Factors tantamount to imprudence include potential taking, vandalism,

lack of collecting prohibitior_ on nonfederal lands, difficulty in enforcir_ all taking and harm
prohibitions, publicity, and a lack of benefit, ltouck, supra note 192, at 304-05.
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apply earlier in time to cover even the very In-st project in a listed species'
behavioral habitat region.216

Yet critical habitat designations for listed species remain an anomaly. As of

March 31, 1999, of 1181 listed species, only 120, or slightly more than ten
percent, had designated critical habitat. 21TThus, it becomes evident that the
exceptions have swallowed the rule.

The implementing agencies have determined that designation of critical
habitat provides no benefit. 218 However, habitat preservation is key in

preventing extinctions. 2_ It can be difficult to conceive of a situation
wherein designating critical habitat provides no benefit. One illustration
occurs when a species lives on federal land and the land management

agency already knows about the species. Presumably, no additional benefit
accrues from designating habitat that did not exist at listing. This situation
proves contrary to reality. 22°"[C]ase law illustrates beyond question that the
ESA's prohibition on modification of critical habitat is interpreted by courts
as strong and unyielding; the prohibition on jeopardy is viewed as
discretionary and flexible. "ml Moreover, this analysis rests upon the
assumption that the federal agencies consistently follow the law, even when
contrary to their own missions.

"iT]hose waters and substrate necessary to fish for spawning, breeding,
feeding or growth to maturity" compose essential fish habitat. 2_2Further,
EFH is that amount of habitat "necessary to support a sustainable fishery

and a healthy ecosystem.'Z_ This amount would presumably be a larger area
than that currently occupied by an overfished stock. Thus, EFH provides an
opportunity for a species's recovery. Although neither EFH nor critical
habitat should encompass the entirety of a species's range, the Department
of Commerce envisions EFI-I as broader than critical habitat: "EFH will

always be greater than or equal to the critical habitat for any managed
species listed as threatened (_r endangered under the [ESA]. "224Moreover,
when a species is recovering from overfistfing or population decline, historic
habitats "necessary to support the recovery of the population and for which
restoration is feasible" axe included within the designation. 2_ This

216Rub],supra note 171,at 1404.
217Division of Endangered Species_ Fish & Wildlife Serv., Endangered Spec_ Gen2_

Statistivs (visitedOct. 25.1999)<http://www,fws.gov/rgendspp/esastats.h_lal>.
218Sgesupra notes 193-94and accompanyingtext
219E_Fm& S_TU,supra note 145,at 256.
220This is evidenced by the spotted owl litigafio, in which the United b_catesForest Service

knew for years where the endangered owls were located, but sffil allowed logging in those
areas. See Northern Spotted Owlv. L_an, 758 F. Supp. 621,627-28 (W.D.Wash. 1991);I4ouck,
supra note 192,at 305.

221Houck,supra note 192,at 310.
22216U.S.C.§ I802(10)(1994&Supp. Iv 1998).

5OC.F.R.§ 600.815(a)(2)(_)(1909).
_4 _g.§ e_.Sls(a)(2)(_)(c).
325Id. § 600.815(a)(2)(ii)(B).
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phenomenon is evidenced by the designation of the entire Gulf of Mexico as
essential fish habitat. 226

Moreover, flexibility under the ESA can often metamorphose into an

exception. An example of this kind of extreme flexibility is the
determination that species protection is "warranted but precluded. "_ The
warranted but precluded category contains those species that meet the

requisites for listing under the ESA, but remain unlisted. 2_s Originally
conceived as an opportunity to prioritize species and address the most dire
cases first, the category has grown into a manipulable purgatory where
implementing agencies may place species that, ff listed, would delay projects

or generate conflict. 2_ Species may remain "warranted but precluded" for
years. _° In short, the category may be used to avoid the unfavorable political
consequences that may result from implementing the letter and spirit of the
ESA th.Yo_h a_t-xtallisting.The SFA containsao languageanalogousto

"warrantedbutprecluded."

Under theSFA, eachfisherymanagement planisrequiredto "describe
and identify"EFH, "minimizeto the extentpracticableadverseeffectson

such habitatcausedby fishing,and identifyotheractionsto encouragethe
conservationa_d enhancement of such habitat."23lThe SFA requiresthat

EFH be includedinallfisherymanagement planswithoutexceptionand
withoutSecretarialdiscretion,mz

However, the Secretarymay extendthe deadlineforidentifying,and
thereforeimplementing,EFH. The GulfCouncil,forexample,has identified

EFI-1 for one-third of the species under their jurisdiction, _ and "EFI-I for the

remaining managed species, as well as additional ref'mement of the available
information on the representative species, will be addressed in future

[fishery management plan] amendments, as appropriate. "2a4 Consequently,
delay could practically function as the equivalent of warranted but
precluded.

3. Nonimplementation and Budgetary Concerns

Nonimplementation varies slightly from misimplementation tu that the
particular provisions the agency is charged with faithfully executing are not

ms See/el. §622.
227See Houck,_pra note 192,at 285-86.
22_See id. at 296 (noting that, in 1993,more species were "warranted but precluded" than

wereactually listed).
229ld,; see a/soAimualDescriptionof Progress on ListingActions and Findingson Recycled

Petitions,56Fed. Reg.58,664,58,665(Nov.21,1991)0isling warrantedbut precluded species).
230 See U. S. GEN. ACCOUNTINGOFFICE, ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT: TYPES AND NUMBER OF

_NT1NG AC'TIONS23 (1992) (noting that, as of 1991, 56 species bad been in the warranted

but precluded category for eight years).

2al 16 U.S.C. § 1853(a)(7) (Supp. IV 1998).
232 Compare 16 U.S.C. § 15_(b)(2) (1994) (_SA), with 16 U.S.C. § 1853(a)(7) (Supp. IV 1908)

(SFA),
•233 GULF OFMF_,_(_OFISIIFA_YMANAGEMENTCOUNCIL,$'U_ Note 57, at 22.
234 £d.
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employed at all. There is no emasculating interpretation when applying the
statute; the agency simply fails to implement the statute at all.
Nonimplementation often occurs because of budgetary restraints and the

exercise of "management" measures to avoid nondiscretionary duties.
While some listing activity under the ESA has taken place, the pace has

been excruciatingly slow. Between 1987 and 1991 an average of forty-four
species were placed on the endangered species list annually. 2_ At that rate,
the approximately six htmdred candidates in 1991 would not be listed until
2006. _ The rate becomes more dismal with the reality that additional
species will become candidates; in 1991 approximately three thousand were

identified as possibly threatened or endangered, m7 Moreover, Congress has
imposed periodic moratoriums on ESA activities, including listing and
designation of critical habitat, which means that no listing occurred at all. _
In 1998, of the 1175 listed species, only 120 had designated critical habitat. 2_
In 1991, 105 listed species had designated critical habitat24°; thus, only 15

designations have been completed during this seven-year period. Finally,
even when critical habitat is designated, it is rarely done in a timely
fashion. 241

Agency officials have given four reasons to explain this discrepancy:

1) critical habitat designations do not necessarily provide much benefit for the
species; 2) compared with other ESA requirements, designating critical habitat
is considered a low priority; 3) additional biological and economic data
necessary to make sound critical habitat determinations are difficult to obtain;
and, 4) critical habitat designations may expose species to collection or illegal
taking by publicly identifying where they are located. 242

In reality, the designations are a low priority because they are disfavored by
Congress, inadequately funded, and resource intensive to develop.

When budgets do not meet the projected costs of implementation, some
implementation goals will go unmet. The Service understands that the

"numerous statutory responsibilities [it] bear[s] under the Act... do not
come with an unlimited budget. "2¢ Some may accuse Congress of
inappropriately legislating through appropriations, effectively enacting an
amendment that would never get a majority vote standing alone as a bill.
Imagine that a bill that would eliminate twenty-five percent of an agency's

235 U. S. GEN. ACCOUNTINGOFFICE, supra note 230, at 39.

237Id.

2asSee Proposed IAstingPriority Guidance for Fiscal Years t999 and 2000,64 Fed. Reg.
27,596,27,597 (May20, 1999)(programto continue deferring certain types of listing activities
allegedlybecause of previous congressional moratorium on lisling and designation of critical
habitat).

239 Division of Endangered Species, supra note 217. This figure represents 1096 of all listed

species. Id.; see a/so U. S. GEN. ACCOUNTINGOFFICE, supra note 230, at 29.

240 U. S. GEN. ACCOUNTINGOFFICE, supra note 230, at 29.

241 Critical habitat designations represent 59% of rules that were issued more than six
months past due. Id.

242 [d. at 28-29.

240 64 Fed. Reg, at 27,599.
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enforcement authorities is brought to a vote in Congress. Justifying this
decision might be difficult. Instead, Congress allocates only seventy-five
percent of the agency's expected enforcement budget and hides behind
"fiscal duty" when confronted about unexecuted portions of the law.

During the Bush Administration, the average cost of listing a species
was $60,000, and Congress allocated $3.5 million per year for the process--
roughly allowing the listing of sixty species per year. _4 In 1995 and 1996
Congress rescinded $1.5 million from the listing budget and the Emergency
Supplemental Appropriations and Rescissions for the Department of
Defense to Preserve and Enhance Military Readiness Act of 19952_ placed a

complete moratorium on the listing of species and the designation of critical
habitat by forbidding any remaining funds from being used for these
purposes. The 1998 appropriations expressly limited spending on listing
actions, including critical habitat designation, to $5.19 million. 24_ Once
fimding resumed, however, an even larger than normal backlog existed
because of the moratorium. In response, FWS developed a hierarchical

priority system for use of the funds. The system placed emergency listings at
the top and preparation of critical habitat designations at the bottom. 247
Thus,

critical habitat designations during [fiscal year 1998] should not be expected.
The... listing appropriation is only sufficient to support high-priority listing,
candidate assessment, petition processing activities, and a minimal amount of
high priority delisting/reclassification actions. A single critical habitat
designation could consume up to twenty percent of the total listing
appropriation, thereby disrupting the.., biologically based prioritiesfl 4s

During these years of fiscal conservatism, congressional cutbacks are
partly responsible for the insidious demise of ESA implementation.
However, agencies bear some culpability as well. These "biologically based
priorities" give precedence to completion of a withdrawal of a proposed
listing because

once a determination not to make a final listing has been made, publishing the
withdrawal of the proposed listing takes minimal time and appropriations.
Thus, it is more cost effective and efficient to bring closure to the proposed
listing .... For the same reasons.., critical habitat prudency and
determinability findings [are a higher priority than designating critical
habitat. ]249

This kind of rationale explains how agencies can fail to make realistic

budget proposals and not even ask for the fimds necessary to carry out their

244 Nancy Kubasek et al., The Enctangered Species Act: Time for a New Approach?, 24

EwcrL L. 329, 336 (1994).

245 Pub. I_ No. 104-6, tik II ch. IV, 109 Stat. 73, 86.

24c See Hnal IAsfing Priority Guidance for Fiscal Years 1998 and 1999, 63 Fed. Rag 25,502,

25,503(May8, 1998).
247 [_. at 25,502.

248 Id. at 25,509.
_49 Id_
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entire mission. 25°Something is seriously awry when a program designed to
protect species is prioritized in a way that emphasizes the withdrawal of
protection over species ]]sting and critical habitat designation. In the words
of the Fish and Wildlife Service, "[c]ompletion of a wi_drawal may not
appear consistent with the conservation intent of this guidance.'251

Despite the unanimous approval and wide spread popularity of the
SFA, 2_ the same financial fate appears to have befallen EFH. President
Clinton's proposed budget for fiscal year 1999 allocated $4.85 million for
implementaOon of EFH. _ Congress approved only $750,000. 2_ Without
resources to back the necessary research and review of proposed projects,
EFH becomes hollow congressional rhetoric, as evidenced by the
Committee on Appropriations Report of the 105th Congress:

The Committee is concerned that the National Marine Fisheries Service has

exceeded the scope of congressional intent in implementing the essential fish
habitat provisions of the 1966 Magnuson-Stevens Act. Further, the Commitl_e
questions the advisability of providing more _ndmg for essential fish habitat
programs in fiscal year 1999 than for the development and implementation of
fishery management plans. 2_

D. Exceptions

Opponents of the ESA argue that, by requiring the designation of
critical habitat, the ESA forces a few to bear the costs and responsibilities to
preserve and protect species for the benefit of all. In 1982 Congress provided
an alleviating mechanism by authorizing the habitat conservation plan (HCP)
as a means to allow incidental takes of listed species. 2_ Prior to the HCP

option the ESA absolutely precluded certain development where endangered
species were present if there was a possibility of taking a member of the
endangered species. 2sv

A landowner can prepare an HCP to detail the impact of a proposed
development on l_sted species, ways to mitigate harmful impacts, and

2_oHouck,supra note 192,at 293-94.
2_t 6,qFed. Reg.at 25,509.
2s2 See CI_ICHails Congress for Today's Passage of S_stainable F_shvrie_ Ac$, U.S.

Newswire,Sept,80, 1996,available in 1996WL12128158.
25s Telephone interview with Rick Reubsamen, Southeast Regional EFIt Coordinator,

NationalMarineFisheries Service(Jan. 11, 1999).
_,4td.
2_ S.REP.NO.105-235,at2 (1998).
25_16U.S.C.§ 1539(1994).
257The ESAforbids _takh_" by both private parses and federal agencies. The ESAdefines

"take"as "to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or atlempt
to engage in any such conduct" with respect _oa protected species. Id. § 1532(19).NMFSand
FWSissue incidental take pen_ts to authorize lawfulprojects that may result in the taking of
an endangered species. Id. § 1539.Private landowners without a federal nexus or connection
were not eligible to. apply for an incidental take permit until 1982when Congress enacted
section 10of the ESAto make incidental take permits available.to privaZeparkas, creating the
HCPto offset the take. Albert C. lAn,PavZieipants'Experiences witA Habita_ Conservegion
Plans and Sug.qestionsfor Sz_amlining the .Pyocess,23ECOLOGYLQ. 369,375 (1996).
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methods to preserve habitat within the development. 2_s The landowner
delivers the HCP to the Fish and Wildlife Service ff the land in question
includes wildlife and to the National Marine Fisheries Service ff the land in

question has fish-bearing streams. _6_If FWS and NMFS determine that the
HCP will not adversely affect the species and will adequately provide for the
species' habitats, then the landowner applies for an incidental take permit
(1TP). With an ITP in hand, a landowner may develop the property, as long
as the activity will not render the species unrecoverable. 2_° According to

FWS, Congress hoped this process "would encourage 'creative partnerships'
between the public and private sectors and state, municipal, and Federal

agencies. "_ The HCP has been both hailed as a balance between competing
interests and criticized as a cave-in to development_ _ Few landowners

attempted to use the HCP process until the Clinton Admirdstration
embraced HCPs as the balance between development and protection of

species. _ Since then, the HCP has taken on a life of its own.
The HCP process became more attractive to developers in 1992 when

the Clinton Administration announced its "no surpris6s _ policy. __ Prior to

this policy, HCPs included only listed species that actually inhabited the
properties. Now, a landowner may provide survival and habitat standards for
species other than the listed species found on the property and for any
species that may occur later on the property. 2_ If a species occurring on the
property is later listed) then the landowner's HCP already provides for the
species and meets ESA requirements, and the landowner avoids repeating
the HCP process for the newly listed species. The HCP shields the
landowner for the approved time period of the HCP, sometimes up to 150

years. _

2_ 16 U.S.C. § 1539(2)(B) (1994).

269Generally,when an HCP includes anadmmous fish, it will almost necessarily include
other fish and riparian habitat wildlife, hn this case, both NMFS and FWS are involved L_ the

approval of the HCP. U.S. FISH & Wll_h_E SERV. & NATIONALMARINE FISHERIES SERV., [-_kh['rAT
CONSEITeATIONPLANNINGHANDBOOK1-3 0996).

260 16U.S.C. § 153.q(2)(B) (t994).
261 U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE SERV. & NATIONALMARINE FISHERIES SKRV., supra note 259, at 1-2

(ci_£_g H.R. REP. 97-835, repr/nted in 1982 U.S.C.C-&N. 2860).
262 Se_ _ ha$i[ler, Habita_ Conservation Plan.s: Who W_ns and Who Loses When Uncle

Sara Cu_s Deals with Lan_ to Protect Endangered Species?, I-hGn COUNTRYNEWS, Au_

4, 1997, at 1. Originally i_tended for smaller land owners so that they _(_ld _ot can_ the
burden of conservation for the public at large, HCPs have evolved into insurance-like tools for

corporate interests to develop large tracts of land on which endangered species are found or

may later be discovere&Id.
26a See Deborah Schoch, Oeve_per-Environmental Pact Policy is Cholle_ged, L& TIMES,

Nov. 2, 1996, at B6 (noting that the United States Interior Secretary has cited the policy as proof
that the Endangered Species Act is more flexible than critics claim).

2_ Under the no surprises policy, FWS assures developers who create and implement HCPs

that t_ey willnot besurprised withaddi_onal costs or rules dtudngthe lifeof the pla_ ld.
_5 Prot_gons far Rave Plan_ and Animals Have Increased Under "New" Endangered

Species Act, M2 Presswire, July 4, 1997, awilable in 1997 WL 11938177.

2c_ iAn, supra note 257, at 386; U,S. FISH & WILDLn_ SEIW- & NATIONALMARrNI_FISHERIES
SE_V., supra _ote 259, at 3-28 to 3-33.
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From 1982 to 1992 only fourteen HCPs were approved. 2_7 Since 1992

and the emergence of the no surprises l_olicy, FWS has approved over two

hundred HCPs. 2_ Several HCPs cover thousands of acres and rely upon an

ecosystem analysis to manage the species, 2_ The use of the ecosystem basis

and the increasing number of HCPs may suggest that HCPs will improve the

status of endangered species. But the standards by which HCPs are

approved are subjective and sometimes unclear, and the opposing camps axe

deeply entrenched. Members of the Clinton Administration and developers

remain confident that the HCP offers a conservation-oriented approach to
developmentY ° Despite the popularity of HCPs, most environmentalists

remain skeptical of development in or near the habitat of an endangered

species. They fear that endorsement by FWS or NMFS under the authority of

the ESA yields a false sense of security about development and ignores the

frailty of endangered species. 27_

The evolving permission slip to develop within critical habitat provides
lessons for EFH provisions and standards. Regulators claim that EFH

provisions are not land use provisions. However, the HCP was not intended
as a land use authorization either. Instead, it was a concession to small-scale

development to protect individual landowners from footing the bill for the

advancement of the national goal of protecting endangered species. Policy

makers should be aware of the evolution of HCP provisions into land use

licenses so as to avoid allowing similar exceptions in the management of

EFI-I. These types of activities often appear individually benign, but can

collectively pose a major threat to habitat.

287 Lin, supra note 257, at 383.
z_ Id. at 383-84. As of I997, 212partnerships with private landowners have been completed

and signed, and over 200 are at various stages of implementation. See Protections for Rare
Plants and Anivaale, supra note 265, at *4.

By September 1997, 18.5 million acres of priwate land will be covered by [HCPs],
including both preserve lands and those that will be actively managed for conservation
or developed. These agreemen|_ will protect over 300 species, including state and
federally listed species, candidates for listing and species of special concern. Only 14
habitat conservation plans were signed between 1982 azad 1993, the year President
Clinton took office.

Id.

2_ lAn, supra note 257, at 383-44. See generally Oliver b_ [[<)uck, On ff_e Law of
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Managemeng, 81 MINN.L. REv. 869 (1997) (discussing ecosystem
management).

270Se_ Prvtection_ far Rare Plants and AnimaZs, supra note 265, at "8_

"Secretary Babbitts commitment to achieving the goals of the Endangered Species Act
through Habitat Conservation Plans, backed by his No Surprises policy, has captured
substantial enthusiasm and trust from r0any private landowners and resource users. The
beneficiaries are species which would otherwise be unprotected, even as the sensible
development of resources progre._es and benefits the economy."

Id. at *5 (quoting Guy R. Martin, Western Urban Water Coalition and Bay-Delta Urban
Coali_on),

271See Defenders _f Wildlife Prates Bipartisan Effort to Reauthorize ESA, U.S. Newswire,
July 30, 1997,available in 1997 WL5714484 (discussing reaction to ESA reathorization).
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E. Ecosystem Management

Among its purposes, the ESA states that it should "provide a means
whereby the ecosystems upon which endangered species and threatened
species depend may be conserved. "2_2This statement of purpose reveals
some of the fatal flaws in the ESA_

First, it is a statute aimed at protecting species only once their numbers _
become so depleted that they are threatened or endangered. Thus, it centers
on the results of past exploitation and habitat destruction, entering the game
at a very late stage. As a statute that waits for species to warrant help before
the long administrative protection process may begin, it was designed to
trea$ the symptoms rather than cure the causes of habitat loss and the
resulting failing ecosystems. 2_ The authors of the unenacted 1990 National
Biological Diversity Conservation and Environmental Research Act 274
recognized this correlation, finding that "maintaining biological diversity
through habitat preservation is often less costly and more effective than
efforts to save species once they become endangered. "_T_However, as the
Councils are learning with EFH, managing an entire ecosystem poses a
daunting task, perhaps beyond the resources and capability of society.

Second, the ESA reveals an effort by Congress to shift attention toward
species' habitat by designating critical habitat. Unfortunately, even with a
critical habitat designation, the statute does not authorize recognition of the
ecosystem as a whole. Instead, the designation is intended to protect the
depleted, last-stand range of single species, and does not view species as
links in a cha_ or provide for the host of interdependent species that may be
destroyed as a result of one extinctionY 6

The flaws inherent in the ESA preclude it from recovering endangered
species, because as written, it cannot preserve ecological communities,
habitats, or biological diversity.

27516U.S.C.§ 15310) (1994).
27_One example of the interdependence within ecosystems is that for every species that

becomes extinct, an average of 30 other species dependent on that species move into the
endangeredcategory.JONESgr AL.,sUpr_note t43, at 134.

274S. 2_68, ].01st Co_lg, (1989). The National Biological Divemity Conservation and
FinvixonmeatalResearch Act has been introduced on four occasions---H.R.305, 103dCong.
(1993);H.R.585, 102dCong. (1991);H.R.1268.101st Cong.(1990);and H.R.4335,10021Cong.
O98s).

275s. 2368,§ 2(11),reprinted in 136CONG.REC.5916(Mar.29,1990).
276Ch_'topher A. Cole,SpeciesCvvaserva_rain the United Sta_e.v:The Ultimate Failure of

theE_dangered S.pzci_sAct and Othe'rLand UseLaws, 72B.U.L. REv.343,345(1992).
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IV. EFH, NEPA, AND THE FWCA= Tim CONSULTATION PROVISIONS

A. NEPA

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) _Tvhas been called many

things during its three decades of existence--the Magna Carta of

environmental lawy s the Sherman Act of environmental law, 2_ the

centerpiece of envixonmental law, _ and the "most important [of our]

environmental legislation. "zgt Enacted in 1969 with the inspiring goal to
_create and maintain conditions under which man and nature can exist in

productive harmony, and fulfill the social, economic, and other requirements
of present and future generations of Americans, "z_ NEPA "sets forth a

ringing and vague statement of purposes. "_ This vagueness has grown into

a powerful tool for environmentalists who seek to challenge federal actions
that ignore potential environmental impacts.

Aside from its statements of policy objectives, NEPA's "action-forcing"
mechm_m is in section 102, which requires all federal agencies to include

detailed statements of the environmental impacts of major federal actions

significantly affecting the human environment, z_ A major federal action is

one "that requires substantial planning, time, resources, or expenditure" that

a federal agency proposes or permits. 2a_ Through the environmental

assessment (EA) and environmental impact statement (EIS) _ reviews,

277 For a thorough review of NEPA, see generally W_ H. RODGERS,JR., ENVmoNMENTAL
LAW,eh. 9 (t994). For samples of legal analysis of NF_,PA,see generally Michael Cr Blumm, A
Primer on Environmental Law and Some Directiona for the Pature, 11 V_ ENVTLLJ. 381
(1992) [hereinafter Blunml, A Primer on Environmental Law]; Michael C. Blumm, The
National Environmental Policy Act a_ Twenty: A Preface, 20 Em,TL L. 447 (1990); Tiraothy
Patrick Brady, "But Most of it Belongs to Those Yet to be Born": The Public Trust Doctriu,_
NEPA, and the 3tecuardship Ethic, t7 B.C. ENvI% AFF. L. RE'I. 621 (1990)_Lynton I_ Caldwe_l,
Beyond NEPiL" Future Significance of the National Environmental Policy Act, 22 Itam_.
ENVTLL. REV.203 (1998); Philip Michael Ferester, Revitalizing the National Environment_ll
Policy Act: Sube_antive Law Aclapt_ons from NEPA's Progeny, 16 HARV.ENVTL.L HEY.207
(1992); Mary l{. Fitzgerald, Sma// Handles, Big Impacts: When Should _ National
Environmental Policy Act Require an Environmentol Impact Statement?, 23 B.C. EN_L AFF_
L. REv. 437 (1996); Robert P. Frank, Delegation of Environmental Impact S_atemem
Prepavak_or_"A Critique OfNEPA's Ev_forcement, 13B.C. EtvcI_ AFF. L REV.79 (1985); Arthur
W. Murphy, The Nationa_ Environmental Policy Act and t_ Licer_ing Process:
Environmentalist Magna Carta orAgenvy Coup de Grace?, 72 COLUM.L REV.963 (1972).

278James W. $pensley, National Environmental Policy Act, in ENV_ONMF.Z_ALLAW
HANDBOOK321,32I ($. Gordon Axbuekle et al. eds., i2th ed. 1993).

279 RODGFA_S,supra note 277, at 801.
280 Blumm, A Primer on Environmental Law, supra note 277, at 382.
zSi Murphy, supra note 277, at 965.
282 42 U.S.C. §4331(a) (I994).
283 RODGEP_,supra note 277, at801.
284 42 U.S.C. § 4332 (1994 &Supp. HI 1997).
_S5See Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. Grant, 341 F. Supp. 356, 366--67 (E.D.N.C.

1972); RODGEES,supra note 277, at 873-74.
2$6 An environmental assessment is a study performed to determine whether the project will

cause a significant impact. If there is a finding of no significant impact (FONSI), the federal
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agencies are forced to consider environmental impacts before action is
taken. In addition, NEPA mandates coordination and collaboration between

federal agencies. Specifically, "[p]rior to making any detailed statement, the
responsible federal official shall consult with and obtain the comments of
any federal agency which has jurisdiction by law or special expertise with
respect to any environmental impact involved. "_ This includes the Fish and
Wildlife Service for freshwater and anadromons species and NMFS for

marine and anadromous species. 2ss
For practical purposes, that is where NEPA's mandates end. The

Supreme Court has declared that NEPA's reach is procedural rather than
substantive: NEPA cannot _mandate particular results but only prescribe the
necessary process. "_ Thus, once a federal agency has completed the
"detailed statement" required by NEPA, it may then continue its proposed

activity. Essentially, NEPA offers a procedural challenge that "merely
prohibits uninformed--rather than unwise---agency actions. "_°

NEPA's consultation provisions and strictly procedural reach parallels
the EFI-I provisions. But the Magnuson Act takes consultation one step
further by requiring federal agencies to respond to NMFS in wring and to
respond to the Councils' recommendations and comments within .thirty days
of receipt. 29_ Even with the 1986 habitat amendments, one commentator

notes, the Councils' comments have the potential to affect both the EA and
EIS process by providing "evidence that a proposed activity may adversely
affect fish habitat_ "_2 By requiring more detailed responses to conunents
and recon_mendations, the EFH provisions may improve decision making
simply by forcing federal agencies to explain the rationale for continuing a
project in the face of damage to or destruction of EFH. They also give the
Councils commenting authority typically reserved for federal agencies.

agency's duW is complete. If there is a finding of sign_cant impact, then the federal agency
must take the next step and complete an environmentalimpactstatement. See ROI)GF_$.%supra
note 277,at 870.

28742U.S.C.§ 4332(1994&St_pp.liI 1997).
2_ SeeNa_k)nalE_vixonmentalPolicy Act (NEPA)ImplementationProcedures; Appendices

I, II,and HI;_ Rule,49 Fed. Reg.49,750,49,772-76(Dec.21, 1984).
2a9Robertsonv. MethowValleyCitizensCouncil, 490 U.S.332, 350 (1989);see also Vermont

Yankee NuclearPower Corp.v. NaturalResoumes Defense Council,435 U.S. 519, 548 (1978);
Kleplpev,SierraClub,427U.S.390,410(1976).TheCourthasalso statedthat

[o]nce an agency has made a decision subject to NEPA'sprocedural requirements,the
only role for a court is to ensure that the agency has considered the environmental
consequences; it cannot "interjectitseff within the area of discretion of the execu_ve as
to the choice of the action to be taken."

Stryeker's Bay NeighborhoodCouncilv, If,aden, 444 U.S.223, 227-28 (1981))(quotingKleppev.
SierraClub,427 U.S.at410 n_21).

290Robertsun v. MethowValleyCitizensCouncil,490U.S.at 351.
2_1But see 40 C.F.R § 1507._(1999)(requiringagencies to adopt procedures necessary to

supplement NEPAprocedures including requiringagencies to respoad t_ comments on the
environmentalassessment and flral_envirolunentalimpactstatements).

_2 Kennedy,supra note 23, at 354.
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The EFH provisions also surpass NEPA's reach, because they apply to

ongoing federal activities. 29a NEPA only requires an EA or EIS for new or

changing projects, m4 However, federal projects are not "grandfathered in"
under EFH; federal agencies must therefore respond to comments from the

Councils and NMFS on both proposed and ongoing activities. _9_The result is

that even ongoing offshore oil and gas exploration, for instance, will now

involve an additional obligation to respond to habitat destruction concerns.
Additionally, EFH provisions do not distinguish between "major" and

"minor" impacts, technically requiring consultation on any project that may
affect EFH} 9_However, implementation of EFH may make the magnitude of

the project irrelevant. Tom Bigford of the NMFS Office of Habitat
Conservation explains that the EFH program focuses energies on "those

actions that deserve attention. "2_ Thus, through administrative

interpretation and implementation, EFH may effectively apply to "major"

federal actions like its NEPA counterpart.

Because of the similarity between the two schemes' requirements and

goals, the EFH provisions may be swallowed by NEPA procedures. In fact,
regulators assure that the consultation called for in the SFA is not new.

These analyses and consultations have been occurring under the guise of

NEPA review for over twenty years. Only the requirement for federal

agencies to respond to comments is new, All other consultation is already

being done, only it is now kn_)wn under a new name---EFH} _s As shown in

the next section, this kind of incorporation of review and consultation

requirements of NEPA and other statutes is not foreign to the courts. 299

At this time, however, NMFS does not assume that action agencies are

incorporating EFH analyses into their project reviews. In fact_ ff an action

agency determines that a project has "no impact" on EFH, NMFS responds

by forwarding iaformatton about EFH, hoping that the federal agency will

29_See id. at 355.
294See42 U.S.C. § 4332((3) (1994 & Supp. I]] 1997).
205See 16 U.S.C. § 1855Co)(2)(1994 & Supp. IV 1998); Inte_izn Final Rule, 62 Fed. Reg. 66,531,

65,552 (Dec. 19, 1997).
296See 16 U.S.C. § 1855(10)(2)(1994 &Supp. IV 1998); 62 Fed. Reg. at 66,532.
297Tom Bigford, Office of Habitat Conservation, National Ma2me PSsheries Service,

Overeiew of Essent_d Fish Habitat Legislation, Comments made at Southeas_ Region Nal_ional
Marine Fisheries Service/Sea Grant Program Development; Mee0ng on Essential Fish Habitat
Collaboralion (July 26, 1999).

2_s id. (July 27, 1999). Rick Ruebsamen, the NMFS Southeast Regional EFH Coordinator, has
explained that EFH i_ a _new way to eot_ch an old problem." Rick Ruebsamer_ Overv/ew of the
Essential Fish Habitat Legislation, Conmm_ts made at Southeast Region National Marine
Fisheries Service/Sea Grant Development Meeting on Essential Fish Habitat Collaboration. (July
26, 1999). In addilion, Andrew Kemmerer, Director of the NMFS Office_of Habitat Conservation,
has stated tha_ "the only thing the mandate does zww is to tequixe the action agency to respond
to the NMFS." Andrew Kemmerer, National Marine Fisheries Service's Mandate in the
Essentio2 Fish Habitat Legislative Initiative: Hov) NMFS Operates Their Research and
Outreach Programs, Comments made at Southeast Region National Marine Fisheries
Service/Sea Grant Development Meeting on Essential Fish Habitat Collaboration (July 27, 1999).

299 See i_ uext accompanying notes 326-30 for a discussion of NEPA "swallowing" the
requirements of the FWCA.
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consider the EFH information and reassess possible impacts. 3°° If a federal

agency "feels" that it will have an impact on the resource, it conducts an
"abbreviated EFH assessment2 3°1

In addition, like NEPA, the EFH provisions are merely procedural. The

purpose of EFH is to "increase attention to habitat," but like NEPA, EFH is
not meant to force particular actions. NMFS claims that EFH was "not meant
to act as a land use statute _ or to restrict state or federal projects2 °2

Procedurally, however, a "higher review" exists: NMFS can not only
recommend conservation measures to an action agency, but can also
forward concerns to NMFS headquarters and the action agency headquarters
to attempt a compromise at this higher level) °a If this interpretation is
challenged, _ courts will likely follow the language of the statute and find
the EFH provisions procedural in nature only, imposing no real duty to
mitigate impacts on EFH.

B. Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act

Even though the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (FWCA) dates back
to the Depression Era, a surprisingly small amount of litigation and relatively
little regulation exists under its auspices. The FWCA "provide[s] that wildlife
conservation shall receive equal consideration and be coordinated with
other features of water-resource development programs.'3a_ While the FWCA
is a "remarkably forward looking statute, "_°_the proliferation of wildlife and
fisheries conservation statutes and pollution control statutes in later years
underscores its inadequacies, a°7The FWCA is most decidedly not a land use
statute and, like NEPA and the EFH provisions, only requires consultation. _

The FWCA requires consultation with state and federal wildlife

managers when a federal agency acts or permits a project to impound,
divert, deepen, or otherwise control or modify a water body. a°° In contrast to
laws like the ESA or NEPA, the FWCA has little application to most actions
undertaken by the federal government. However, it does have tremendous

implications for activities that may affect fisheries, and it applies regardless
of whether the water-resource activity is "major." Thus, the FWCA applies to

_00Ruebsamen, supra note 298. Ruebsamen has stated that action agencieS are making
_appropriaterespor_es to our recommendationsYId.

aol Id.
302Conversation with Ronald L. Hilt, Sea Grant Marine Policy Fellow, NOAAOffice of

Habitat Conservation,MarineTechnologySocietyAnnual Meeting,Baltimore, Maryland(Nov.
11,1998).

303Ruebsamen,supra note298.
_4 Like NEPA, the EFH provisions can only be challenged through the Administrative

Procedure Actprovisions.5 U.S.C.§§551-659,701-706,1305,3105,3344(1994&Supp IVI998).
_0s 16U.S.C.§661(1994).
ao6MICI-IAELJ.BEAN& MELANIEJ.ROWLAND,TIIEEVOLUTIONOFNATIONALWR,DLn_ELAW404

0_7).
ao7See id. at 404--16(discussingthe FWCAin general).
aog l.g._4_.
a0916U.S.C.§662(a)(1994).
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a group of smaller federal projects that may otherwise go unexamined u_der
NEPA, but that could nevertheless negatively affect fish.

Consultation under the FWCA requires the Secretary of the interior and

state wildlife agencies to provide specific recommendations for conserving
or developing wildlife resources or mitigating damage to wildlife attributable
to the projectJ 1° These may include 1) varying the project to decrease
adverse effects on fish mid wildlife, 2) mitigation measures that compensate
for unavoidable adverse impacts, or 3) studies to ascertain the extent of
adverse impacts and the best means to compensate for them. 3_1Of these
recommendations, the project plan shall include those justifiable means and
measures that still allow maximum project benefits. _ Lands may also be
acquired in order to protect habitat or provide for habitat mitigation. 3m The
cost of planning and implementing the recommended conservation
measures "constitute[s] an integral part of the cost" of the p_roject. 314

The FWCA l_as its limitations as well. It is jurisdictionally limited and
addresses only those fisheries managed by the Department of Interior. a_B
Thus, fisheries under the jurisdiction of NMFS, which is located in the
Commerce Department, are not required to be considered under the FWCA.
By including a FWCA-like consultation in the EFH provisions, the SFA
explicitly addresses marine species and makes some progress toward

closing this gap in fisheries protection. _
Unfortunately, in surveying FWCA implementation in the early 1970s,

Congress discovered "failures at every step of the FWCA process. "3_
Congress found that consultation was inadequate "and often glossed over or
ignored impacts on wildlife," the FWS "lacked the funds necessary to make
the reports," and no standards or criteria for evaluating wildlife factors
existed. 3_s Consequently, "water-resource projects continued to cause
substantial losses of fish and wildlife. Furthermore, judicial enforcement,..
was virtually nonexistent. "3_9in part, the failure can be cortsidered a result of

310 Id.

311 Michael Blumm, Fu_itting the Parity Promise: A Perspective on Sciznt'_ic Proof,

Econva_i¢ Go$t _nd indian Trea$y R_jb_ _n the Aggroval of _he Columbia Boa_n Fish _nd

Wi2d.l_feProgram, 13 ENVrL. L 103, 109-11 (1982).

3t2 16 U.S.C. § 662(c) (1994).
313 [d.

31¢ Id. § 662(d).

315 Steamboaters v. Federal Energy I_egulatory Comm'n, 759 F.2d 1382, 1389 (gth Cir. 1985).

316 See 16 U.S.C. § 1855(b)(2) (1994 & Supp. IV 1998); Magnusort-Stevens Act Provisions;

Essential Fish Habitat (EFFI), 62 Fed, Reg. 66,531, 66,532 (Dec. 19, 1997). Of course, neither
NMFS nor FWS manages every fish species. However, in theory, to the extent that mmw fish
species share similar needs a_ad react _egutively to certain activities by including both L_ land

(FWS) and marine (NMFS) species that, do receive management consideration, all fish should
receive a measure of protection from the detrimental effects of projects.

317 Michael Veiltl_-a_ The F_sh and Wildlife Coordination Act in Environmental Litigation,

9 ECA)LO6YL.Q. 489, 491 (1981),
3iS Id.

;)1_ ld. Regulations setting procedures and standards under the FWCA were drafted but later

withdrawn under the Reagan Administration. See Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, 47 Fed.

Reg, 31,299, 31,299 (July 19, 1982). The Summary stated that
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the agencies' de facto authority to reject recommended mitigation measures

if they are "unjustifiable" relative to maximizing "overall project benefits. "32°

Congress's goal of "internalizing fish and wildlife costs as an integral part of

total project costs was thwarted by" agency discretion and the perception

that mitigation conflicted with agencies' missions, a_ Moreover, quantifying

the extent of impacts is much easier after project completion. Determining

fish and wildlife losses and appropriate mitigation at the time of project

approval, rather than completion, delayed effective nutigation, allowed low-

ball estimations of costs, and frustrated many mitigation measures) _2

Additionally, federal agencies often proceed as ff under a cost-benefit rubric,

although cost-benefit analysis is "both unnecessary and undesirable" under

the FWCA- a_ An additional downfall of this approach is the failure to

consider distribution of the costs and benefits and the "unrealistic burden of

proof on the biological sciences. "_24 The General Accounting Office

concluded in 1974 that the FWCA had not been effectively carried out,

because consultation had not always occurred when required, effects had

often been inadequately or untimely evaluated, and jurisdictional issues

between FWS and NMFS had caused problems) 2_

The FWCA also suffers from an absence of judicial enforcement

stemming in part from unfortunate precedent precluding citizen

enforcement, despite the Administrative Procedure Act. _ In Rank v.

[o]n December 18, 1980, the Deparmlents of the Interior and Commerce jointly proposed

rulemaking to implement the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act as per a Fresidential

directive of July 12, 1978. That proposal became subject to review by the Presidential

Task Force on Regulatory Relief. This proposed nflemaking is hereby withdrawn in favor

of administrative actions preparing memoranda of agreement and other Executive
ins_,aciiov_s.

Id. (citations omitted); see a/so Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act; Nolice of Proposed

Ruleraaldng and Availability of Draft Environmental Statement, 45 Fed. Reg. 83,412 (Dec. 18,

1980) (Notice of Proposed Rulera._aldng and Availability of Draft EIS to compose uniform

procedures for federal agency compliance with the FWCA); Fish and W'fldlffe Coordination Act;

Notice of Proposed Rulernaking, 44 Fed. Reg. 29,300 (May 18, 1979) (proposing changes in rules
under FWCA in accordance with the President's Water Policy Message of JuNe 6, 1978 und the

President's Water Policy Memorandum of July 12, 1978).

a20 Blunts, supra note 311, at 109-11.
a2L id_ at ll0.

322 I_ at 10@-IO.

a23 Robert C. Lotlu_m, The Misplaced Role of Cost.Benefit Analysis in Columbia Basin

F/shec# Mit/gat/_n, 16 ENVTL L. 517, 533 (1986).
324 la_ _ _.

3_5U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, LMPROVI_D FEDERAL EFFORTS NEEDED TO EQUALLY
CONSIDER WILI)LIFEC__NSERVATIONWITH OTHER FEATURES OF WATER RESOURCE DEVELOPMENTS

15-16, 21-22, 39 (1974). The Army Corps of Engineers in their own reg_ations seek and

recognize input from _ on fisheries habitat issues. See 33 C.F.R. §§ 320.3, 325 (1999).

However, courts have read the FWCA literally to require only comments from FWS; thus,

impacts to fish species under the jurisdiction of NMFS may not be given consideration.
Steamboaters v. Federal Energy Regulatory Comm'n, 759 F.2d 1382, 1389 (gth Cir. ]_985).

326 BEAN & ROWLAND,suprct note 306, at 192-93; see 5 U.S.C. § 702 (1994) (providing a private

right of action to any person "suffering legal wrong because of agency action, or adversely
affected or aggrieved by agency action within the meaning of the relevant statute").
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Krug, _ a court denied standing to a private citizen attempting to enforce

the FWCA's application to a Bureau of Reclamation project, stating that

initiation of such an action is the responsibility of the state. 32s Then, with
enactment of NEPA, courtscame to view the FWCA and NEPA as indistinct

procedural requirements. In the opinion of several courts, compliance with

the FWCA was virtually automatic ff an agency complied with NEPA. _ One

commentator suggests that the failure to distinguish between the two

statutes may have eroded the FWCA as an "effective tool for judicial review
of agency decisions. "a_° In reality, the NEPA review should now address not

only NEPA concerns but also concerns expressed in the FWCA and the EFH
provisions.

A unified perspective potentially ignores unique, substantive features of

the FWCA and EFH provisions. For example, under the FWCA, FWS must

respond to questions posed by the action agency, action agencies are

explicitly required to prepare and implement mitigation plans with a specific

class of resources as the objective, and projects may not proceed at the cost
of wildlife resources. _' Thus, the FWCA contains a greater focus on

outcome than does a purely procedural statute like NEPA_ In addition, the
EFH proyisions call for the Secretary to provide comments on how action

agencies may conserve EFH and directs action agencies to respond to such
comments._¢

V. CONCLUSION

[U]nder our so-calledfederalsystem, the Congress is constitutionally
empowered to launch programs the scope, impact, consequences and

workabilityofwhich arelargelyunknown, atleasttotheCongress,atthe time

of enactment;the federalbureaucracyislegallypermittedto execute the

congressionalmandate witha highdegreeofbefuddlementaslongasitactsno

327 90 F. Supp. 773 (S.D. Cal. 1950).
32s Id. at 801.

329 See, e.g., Environmental Defense Fund v. Froehlke, 473 F.2d 346, 356 (Sth Cir. 1972) C[Ilf
the Corps complies with NEPA in good faith, it will 'automa_cMly take into considera_on all of
the factors required by the Fish and Wildlife Act and it is not reasonable to require them to do
both separately." (quoting Environmental Defense Fund v. Corps of Engineers, 325 F. Supp 749,
754 (E.D. Ark. 1971))); Missouri Coalition for the Env't v. Corps of Engineers, 678 F. Supp. 790,
803 (E.D. MO. 1988) ("[A]n agency's compliance with NEPA automatically satisfies the
requirements of the FWCA_");County of Bergen v. Dole, 620 F. Supp. 1009, 1064 (D.NJ. 1985)
(relying on Eighth Circuit precedent that compliance with NEPA automatically satisfies the
factors required by the FWCA and citing State of Missottri ex reI Ashcroft v. Depa_ent of the
Army, 526 F. Supp. 660, 677 (W.D. Mo. I980)); Missouri v. Corps of Engineers, 526 F. Supp. 660,
667 (W.D. Mo. 1980) (_[I]t follows from the reasoning in [Environmental Defense Fund v.
Froehlke] that the Corps has also met the requirements of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act."), But see Nalioaal Wildlife Fed'n v. Andros, 440 F. Supp. 1245, 1255 (D.D.C. 1977)
(requiring strict compliance with the FWCA when FWCA policy was not duplicated in NEPA).
See a/so Vefluva, supra note 317, at 493-94.

33oVeiluva_supra note 317, at 501.
331See_, at_0_--07.

332 16 U.S.C. § 1855(b)(4)(A), (B) (1994 & Supp. IV 1998).
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more befuddled than the Congress must reasonably have anticipated; ff
ultimate execution of the congressional mandate requires interaction between
federal and state bureaucracy, the resultant maze is one of the prices required
under the system, a_

The author of this statement, Judge Robert J. Kelleher of the U.S.
District Court for the Central District of California, wrote the statement in

amazement over a case centering around NEPA and the Coastal Zone
Management Act. In frustration over the intent and outcomes of these
environmental statutes, he penned words that also adequately describe the
befuddlement that fisheries managers, environmental and coastal industry

groups, and even federal regulators feel with regard to EFH. The evolution
of the Magnuson Act's habitat provisions has been slow. In 1996 the SFA and
its EFII amendments changed the section numbers of the habitat provisions
and added a minor hurdle in the form of paperwork. To those in the fishing

community, the resultant maze of authority regarding EFH can be
condensed Into the fact that the only real tool that the Councils can use to
address fishery habitat issues remains the regulation of fishing gear and
levels of fishing effort; the Councils have an affirmative duty to minimize
adverse effects to EFH caused by fishing, whereas federal action agencies
have no corresponding duty to minimize their impact on EFH.

EFH is both a policy objective and a physical presence. It has already
increased attention to habitat and will continue to do so through the
assessment and consultation processes. Thus, the provision does meet one

of the statutory goals set by Congress. In the physical sense, it represents the
waters, substrate, time periods, and localities that fish call home. The act of
identifying these physical areas and needs, while extremely challenging, also
serves to increase awareness of the magnitude of habitat issues facing our

nation's declining fisheries.
This Article examined the SFA's EFH provisions relative to three other

environmental statutes--the ESA, NEPA, and the FWCA. This exercise
makes clear the lack of legal consequence associated with fishery habitat
destruction. And perhaps that is as it should be; certainly a fishery in decline
fairs better than a species bordering on extinction. However, as the past
decades have taught, the ESA's involvement at the brink of doom proves of
little benefit for recovery for the vast majority of listed species. Maybe more
should be done earlier. Perhaps it is this very realization that makes so many
people so nervous about EFH. While the statute currently creates little more

than paperwork hurdles that require no particular substantive outcome, it
becomes Incrementally stronger with each reauthorization and does not
suffer from the ESA's deathbed weakness.

Yet, EFH has taken on a life of its own as a "new" policy, a "new"
concept, and a "new" direction in fisheries management. For now, the

congressional ideal of increasing attention to, not protection of, EFH means
that EFH designation is less hannfifl to industry than their rhetoric indicates.

333AmericanPetroleumInst. v. Knecht,456 F. Supp.889,931(C.l). Cal.1978).
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Additionally, it means that EFH designation is less effective as a mechanism

for positive change in fisheries management than many might hope.


